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Abstract. In this paper we prove that, generically, a sampled data system is observable provided4
that the number of outputs is greater than the number of inputs plus 1.5
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1. Introduction. In this paper we deal with the genericity of the observability8
of sampled data systems. Consider a controlled continuous time system written as9
(1)
{
ẋ = f(x, u)
y = h(x).
10
Given a time T , to system (1), we relate the following continuous-discrete-time system11
(2)
{
ẋ(t) = f(x(t), uk), t ∈ [kT, (k + 1)T )
yk = h(x(kT ))
12
where the control u is maintained constant on the intervals [kT, (k + 1)T ) and the13
measurements of the state are made only at each of the times 0, T, 2T, . . . System (2)14
is called the sampled data system related to (1).15
Many physical processes or industrial devices can be modeled by a system of16
continuous-time differential equations as (1). From a mathematical viewpoint, the17
time and the state of this system can vary continuously but in practice, a controlled18
process is regulated by a digital computer which is not able to record a continuum19
of data. This is why control decisions are restricted to be taken at fixed times20
0, T, 2T, . . . ; here T is called the sampling time and is a (generally small) parame-21
ter which depends on the instrumentation of the process, on the computing power22
and other parameters. For a continuous time system, the resulting situation can be23
modeled through the restriction that the applied inputs are constant on the inter-24
vals [0, T ), [T, 2T ), . . . and the state is (partially) measured only at those fixed times25
0, T, 2T, . . . , that is to say we access to the values of the observation function only at26
times 0, T, . . .27
For the sake of clarity, the precise assumptions that we make on these systems28
are stated in section 1.1 but we recall here the notion of observability. Regarding29
system (2), an input u0 is a sequence (uk)k≥0 with uk ∈ U (U , the input space). An30
input u0 being given, we denote by x(t) and x̄(t) the solutions of (2) starting from31
x0 and x̄0 respectively; we say that system (2) is observable for u0 if for every pair of32
initial conditions (x0, x̄0), there exists an integer k such that h(x(kT )) 6= h(x̄(kT )).33
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The aim of this paper is to prove that, under some conditions on the respective34
dimensions of the inputs and the output, generically, the sampled system obtained35
from a continuous time system is observable.36
Two questions can be investigated about observability and sampled systems. The37
first one is the problem of the preservation of the observability: if the continuous time38
system (1) is observable for any inputs, is it also the case for the sampled system (2)?39
The second question is the subject of this paper: given a sampling time T , how many40
are the continuous time systems (1) such that the sampled system (2) is observable?41
Concerning the first question, the answer for linear systems is well known (see42
e.g. [18] and also [14] when the sampling time is not constant). If we deal with43
nonlinear systems, one would think that the observability of the continuous time44
system involves the observability of the sampled one, at least if the sampling time45
is chosen small enough. Surprisingly, this is not the case: a counter-example can46
be found in [6]; in order to get the observability of the sampled system, to this47
natural condition (the observability of the continuous time system), we have to add the48
condition of infinitesimal observability (see [11]) together with a technical condition49
bearing on the sequence of controls u0, u1, . . .50
The aim of this paper lies on a more “philosophical plane”. Due to the importance51
of the notion of observability, it is of interest to know “how many” continuous time52
systems give rise to observable sampled data systems. To be more precise, in [6]53
(systems given on a compact manifold) and in [3, 5] (systems given on Rn), we54
gave some natural sufficient conditions bearing on the continuous time system and55
under which the sampled system is observable. So, these works have a practical56
interest: for a class of continuous time systems our result allows us to decide on57
the observability of the sampled system. The present paper intends to prove that58
the set of continuous time systems which admit an observable sampled system is59
everywhere dense. Knowing that the set of rational numbers is dense in the set of60
real numbers does not permit us to decide if a particular given number is rational; in61
the same way, the result proven in this paper does not permit to decide if a particular62
sampled system is observable. Moreover, this result cannot be deduced from the63
abovementioned papers because, while the observability of the continuous time system64
is generic (see [11]) the additional conditions in [6, 3, 5] are not; also, in these papers,65
the observability is ensured only for sufficiently small sampling time T .66
The genericity of the observability has been the subject of some researches in the67
last decades. As regards continuous-time systems, the first paper on the subject was68
about the genericity of the observability for uncontrolled systems [9]; this work was69
generalized to controlled systems by J.-P. Gauthier and I. Kupka, in [10] these authors70
proved the genericity of differential observability for systems with more outputs than71
inputs. A reference book on this subject is [11]. A related issue is the problem of the72
identifiability, in [8], the authors deal with general nonlinear systems which contain73
an unknown function, they prove that these (uncontrolled) systems are generically74
identifiable if the number of observations is at least three. Regarding the discrete-75
time systems, the first paper on the subject was from Aeyels [2], we can cite also [20]76
for the uncontrolled case and [7, 4] for the controlled case. In all of these papers,77
it is proved that the observability is a generic property provided that the number of78
outputs is greater than the number of inputs. Surprisingly, this result is no more valid79
for the systems considered in this paper: in the next sections, we shall prove that if80
the number of inputs is one and the number of outputs is two, the set of pairs (f, h)81
such that system (2) is observable is not dense. Concerning the subject of this paper,82
we have also to cite [13], in this paper the authors prove also a result of genericity of83
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the observability for sampled data systems; the systems considered in this paper are84
uncontrolled and the sampling time is not constant but depends on the sate of the85
system.86
The tools used to prove our main result are essentially the same (but applied to87
different situations) as the ones used in the above-mentioned papers, that is to say88
the major theorem of the transversality theory.89
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we state the precise formula-90
tion of the problem we deal with and we recall some useful facts from the transversality91
theory. In section 2, we state the main result of the paper and we introduce the lists92
L2n and L̄2n, which are built from two initial conditions x0 and x̄0 and their images93
under the iterates of f ; we then introduce five possible configurations fore these lists94
(cf section 2.1). We then prove our main theorem for each of these configurations: the95
corresponding results are stated in the three propositions 5, 9 and 10; the conjunc-96
tion of these propositions give the main result. Finally, we give a counter-example in97
order to prove that the observability of the sampled system is not generic in the case98
du = dy + 1 (cf. section 5).99
1.1. Problem formulation. We consider two compact manifolds X and U ; we100
let n = dimX and du = dimU . As usual we denote by TxX the tangent space to101
X at x, and by TX the tangent bundle. A parametrized vector field will be a C∞102
mapping defined from X × U into TX such that, for every u ∈ U , f(·, u) is a vector103
field defined on X. The set of parametrized vector fields defined on X will be denoted104
by ΓU (X). If f belongs to ΓU (X), we denote by ϕut the flow generated by the vector105
field f(·, u) (the parameter u being fixed); so for every x ∈ X, every u ∈ U , and every106
t ≥ 0, we have107
ϕu0 (x) = x and
dϕut (x)
dt = f(ϕ
u
t (x), u) .108
Let u0, u1, . . . be a sequence of controls (i.e. a sequence of elements of U), for k ≥ 1,109
we denote by uk the finite sequence uk = (u0, . . . , uk−1).110
Let ψ : M → N be a differentiable mapping between two manifolds M and N ,111
the notation dψ(x) will stand for the differential of ψ at x; let ξ ∈ TxM be a tangent112
vector, dψ(x) · ξ will denote the image of ξ under dψ(x).113
Hereafter, together with a parametrized vector field, we consider a C∞ mapping114
h from X to Rdy and, given a sampling time T > 0, we consider the mapping Θf,hT115
defined as116
(3) Θ
f,h
T : X × U2n −→ R(2n+1)dy × U2n
(x, u2n) 7−→
(
h(x0), h(x1), . . . , h(x2n), u2n
)117
where the sequence (x0, x1, . . . , x2n) is defined recursively by x0 = x and xk+1 =118
ϕukT (xk). Also, we denote by yi and ȳi, the values at xi and x̄i under h: yi = h(xi)119
and ȳi = h(x̄i).120
Definition 1. We shall say that the sampled data system (2) is strongly observ-121
able if the mapping Θf,hT defined above is one-to-one.122
We shall show that, generically, system (2) is strongly observable, to be more123
precise, we endow ΓU (X) × C∞(X,Rdy ) with the Whitney topology and we shall124
prove that the set of pairs (f, h) such that the mapping Θf,hT is injective is a residual125
subset of ΓU (X) × C∞(X,Rdy ) provided that dy ≥ du + 2 (case du > 0) or dy ≥ 1126
(case du = 0). The tools used in this paper come from the transversality theory,127
hereafter, we recall the notion of transversality as well as the Abraham’s theorem of128
density [1] which will be intensively in the proof of our main result.129
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Definition 2 (Transversality). Let f be a smooth mapping between two smooth130
manifolds X and Y , W a submanifold of Y and x a point in X. We shall say that f131
is transversal to W at x if either132
• f(x) 6∈W , or133
• f(x) ∈W and Tf(x)Y = Tf(x)W + dfx(TxX) .134
We shall say that f is transversal to W if it is transversal to W at every x ∈ X. We135
shall use the symbol t to denote the transversality.136
Concerning this definition, some elementary conditions show that the second137
equality cannot be satisfied if codimW > dimX. Therefore if codimW > dimX,138
transversality means non membership: in this case saying that f is transverse to W139
amounts to saying that f(x) /∈ W for every x ∈ X. This trick will be used later in140
the proofs of propositions 9 and 10.141
We recall also the notion of representation: let A , X and Y be Cr manifolds142
and ρ a map from A to Cr(X,Y ). For a ∈ A , ρa : X → Y is the map defined as143
ρa(x) = ρ(a)(x). We say that ρ is a Cr representation if the evaluation map:144
evρ : A ×X −→ Y
(a, x) 7−→ ρa(x) = ρ(a)(x)
145
is a Cr map from A ×X to Y .146
Theorem 3 (Transversal density theorem). Let A , X, Y be Cr manifolds, ρ :147
A → Cr(X,Y ) a Cr representation, W ⊂ Y a submanifold (not necessarily closed),148
and evρ : A ×X → Y the evaluation map. Define AW ⊂ A by:149
AW = {a ∈ A | ρa tW}150
Assume that:151
1. X has a finite dimension n and W has a finite codimension q in Y ;152
2. A and X are second countable;153
3. r > max(0, n− q);154
4. evρ tW .155
Then AW is residual in A .156
Notice that manifold A is not necessarily finite dimensional; it may be a Banach157
space or an open subset of a Banach space.158
2. Main result.159
Theorem 4. Assume that dy ≥ du + 2 or that du = 0 and dy ≥ 1, and let T > 0160
a given sampling time. Then the set of pairs (f, h) such that system (2) is strongly161
observable is a residual subset of ΓU (X)× C∞(X,Rdy ).162
In order to prove this theorem, we need some preliminary results, namely the163
propositions 5, 9 and 10 stated in sections 3 and 4.3–4.4. In these propositions,164
different possible configurations, denoted hereafter by C0 through C4, of the lists165
(x0, x1, . . . , x2n) and (x̄0, x̄1, . . . , x̄2n) are considered (the x̄′is are defined as the xi’s,166
cf. (3)). For each of this configuration Ck (k = 0, . . . , 4), we prove that, generically167
Θf,hT (x, u2n) 6= Θ
f,h
T (x̄, u2n) if (x, u2n), (x̄, u2n) is under Ck configuration.168
To be more precise, given two different initial conditions x and x̄ and an integer169
s ≤ 2n, we shall consider the two lists170
Ls = (x0, . . . , xs) and L̄s = (x̄0, . . . , x̄s) ,(4)171172
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where the x̄i’s are defined as the xi’s. Concerning the two lists L2n and L̄2n, we173
shall examine all the possible situations: the elements of these lists can be pairwise174
distinct, some equalities can occur among the elements of the first list while the ones175
of the second are pairwise distinct, etc. In the following section, we define five possible176
configurations and we prove that, necessarily the above-mentioned lists belong to one177
of five configurations.178
2.1. The different configurations. Hereafter we shall give an exhaustive list179
of all the possibilities concerning the equalities between the elements of the lists L2n180
and L̄2n; in the sequel, we shall say that the equalities xi = x̄j and xi′ = x̄j′ between181
elements of L2n and elements of L̄2n are in the same direction if the differences i− j182
and i′− j′ have the same sign. Take x 6= x̄ ∈ X, even if we have to invert the roles of183
L2n and L̄2n, the possible configurations for these lists are:184
C0 The elements of L̄2n are pairwise different; moreover the only possible equalities185
between elements of L2n and elements of L̄2n are all in the “same direction”.186
That is to say, let187
I = { 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n | ∃j ∈ {0, . . . , 2n}, xi = x̄j },188189
for i ∈ I, let Ei = { 0 ≤ j ≤ 2n | xi = x̄j }, then either for every i ∈ I, for190
every j ∈ Ei, j < i or for every i ∈ I, for every j ∈ Ei, j > i.191
C1 There exist some subscripts 0 ≤ i < p ≤ 2n and 0 ≤ j,m ≤ 2n such that192
• xp = xi and x̄m = xj ;193
• there is no equality between the elements of Lp−1 ;194
• letting q = max(j, p,m), there is no equality between the elements of195
L̄q−1 ;196
• the equalities between elements of Lq−1 and L̄q−1 have the same direc-197
tion.198
C2 There exist some subscripts 0 ≤ i < p ≤ 2n, and 0 ≤ j < m ≤ 2n, with m ≥ p199
and such that200
• xp = x̄m and xi = x̄j with p− i 6= m− j ;201
• there is no equalities between the elements of Lp nor between the ele-202
ments of L̄m ;203
• the only possible equalities between elements of Lm−1 and L̄m−1 are all204
in the same direction; moreover if these equalities write xi1 = x̄j1 ,. . . ,205
xir = x̄jr the differences i1 − j1, . . . , ir − jr are equal;206
• if xi′ = x̄j′ with i′, j′ ≤ m, then i′ ≥ i and j′ ≥ j.207
C3 There exist some subscripts 0 ≤ i < p ≤ 2n, and 0 ≤ m < j ≤ 2n with p ≤ j and208
such that209
• xp = x̄m and xi = x̄j ;210
• there is no equalities between the elements of Lp nor between the ele-211
ments of L̄j ;212
• the only possible equalities between elements of Lj−1 and L̄j−1 are213
all in the same direction; moreover, if these equalities write xi1 =214
x̄j1 , . . . , xir = x̄jr the differences i1 − j1, . . . , ir − jr are equal;215
• if xi′ = x̄j′ with i′, j′ ≤ j, then i′ ≥ p and j′ ≥ m.216
C4 There exist some subscripts 0 ≤ i < p ≤ 2n, and 0 ≤ j < m ≤ 2n with m ≥ p217
and such that218
• xp = xi and x̄m = x̄j ;219
• there is no equality between one element of Lm−1 and one element of220
L̄m−1 .221
5
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Denote by es the number of equalities between the elements of Ls∪ L̄s, if e2n = 0222
or 1, then we are under the C0 configuration.223
Now, assume that e2n ≥ 2; if we go from Ls ∪ L̄s to Ls−1 ∪ L̄s−1 we lose 0, 1 or224
2 equalities. Thus if e2n ≥ 2, there exists a subscript m ≤ 2n such that there exist225
exactly two or exactly three equalities between the elements of Lm∪L̄m; we denote by226
s the minimal subscript with this property. Notice that, if es is exactly three, xs and227
x̄s must be equal to some elements of Ls−1 ∪ L̄s−1 (because we always have xs 6= x̄s).228
Assume first that es = 3 and denote by xs = z1, x̄s = z2 and z3 = z4 the three229
equalities, then230
• if z1 ∈ Ls, and z3, z4 ∈ Ls, then Ls−1 and L̄s are under C1 (if z2 ∈ Ls) or231
C4 configuration (if z2 ∈ L̄s);232
• if z1 ∈ Ls, z3 ∈ Ls, and z4 ∈ L̄s, then Ls and L̄s−1 are under C1 configura-233
tion;234
• if z1 ∈ Ls, z3 ∈ L̄s, and z4 ∈ L̄s, then Ls and L̄s−1 are under C4 configura-235
tion;236
• if z1 /∈ Ls, then Ls and L̄s−1 are under C1, C2 or C3 configuration (we could237
have to invert the roles of Ls and L̄s).238
If es = 2 and if the lists Ls and L̄s are not under C1–C4 configurations, we have two239
cases to consider.240
In the first case, there exists some subscripts 0 ≤ t < s and 0 ≤ t′ < s′ such241
that xt = xs and xt′ = xs′ ; if s′ < s we set i = t′ and p = s′, if s′ = s, we set242
i = min(t, t′) and p = max(t, t′) . As noticed above, when we go from lists Ls and243
L̄s to the lists Ls+1 and L̄s+1 we gain 0, 1 or two equalities. Denote by σ the least244
subscript greater than s such that there exist 3 or 4 equalities among the elements245
of Lσ and L̄σ; if such a subscript fails to exist, the lists L2n and L̄2n are under C0246
configuration. Otherwise, assume that there exists exactly three equalities between247
the elements of Lσ ∪ L̄σ, this additional equality can be one of the followings248
• x̄σ = xj (with j < σ), the lists L2n and L̄2n are then under C1 configuration;249
• x̄σ = x̄j (with j < σ), the lists Lp and L̄σ are under C4 configuration;250
• xσ = x̄m (withm < σ), the lists L2n and L̄2n are then under C1 configuration;251
• xσ = xj in this case we seek for the least subscript σ′ > σ (if any) such that252
one get 1 or 2 additional equalities by going from Lσ ∪ L̄σ to Lσ′ ∪ L̄σ′ .253
If we are in the case where there exist exactly 4 equalities between the elements of254
Lσ ∪ L̄σ, these equalities can be255
• xσ = xj1and x̄σ = xj2 (with j1, j2 < σ), in this case the lists L2n and L̄2n are256
then under C1 configuration;257
• xσ = xj1and x̄σ = x̄j2 , the lists Lp and L̄σ are then under C4 configuration;258
• xσ = x̄j1and x̄σ = xj2 , the lists Lp and L̄j1 are then under C1 configuration;259
• xσ = x̄j1and x̄σ = x̄j2 , the lists Lp and L̄σ are then under C4 configuration.260
In the second case there exist some subscripts 0 ≤ t < s and 0 ≤ t′ < s′ < s such that261
s− t = s′ − t′ , xs = x̄t and xs′ = x̄t′ (without loss of generality, we can exchange the262
roles of x and x̄). Proceeding as in the first case, we prove that either the lists L2n263
and L̄2n are under C0 configuration or there exists a subscript s < σ ≤ 2n such that264
Lσ and L̄σ are under one of the configurations C1, C2 or C3 .265
Let the pair (f, h) ∈ ΓU (X) × C∞(X,Rp) be fixed; hereafter, we shall say that266
the configuration of the triplet (x, x̄, u2n) (x 6= x̄) is Ci if the configuration of the267
lists L2n and L̄2n related to x and x̄ is Ci. In the sequel, we shall assume that all the268
function spaces (such that C∞(X,Rp),. . . ) as well as the spaces Γ(X), ΓU (X) and269
G U2 (a) are endowed with the Cr topology, where r ∈ N∗.270
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2.2. Outline of the proof of Theorem 4. Without going into the tech-271
nique details, we shall explain our strategy for the proof. Take (f, h) ∈ ΓU (X) ×272
C∞(X,Rdy ), let x0 6= x̄0 be two different initial conditions and u2n+1 a sequence273
of controls. The equality Θf,hT (x0, u2n+1) = Θ
f,h
T (x̄0, u2n+1) can be formulated in274
geometric terms. To show where are the difficulties, we make a first attempt by con-275
sidering the simplest way to make this formulation. Consider the mapping, denoted276
by rf,h, related to the pair (f, h) and defined as277
rf,h : X(2) × U2n −→ R(2n+1)dy
(x, x̄, u2n+1) 7−→ (y0 − ȳ0, . . . , y2n − ȳ2n)
278
where yi = h(xi), ȳi = f(x̄i) and the xi’s and the x̄i’s defined as in (3). The279
equality Θf,hT (x0, u2n+1) = Θ
f,h
T (x̄0, u2n+1) means that rf,h(x0, x̄0, u2n) belongs to280
the submanifold W = {0} ⊂ R(2n+1)dy). Notice that the codimension of W is equal281
to (2n+ 1)dy and is greater than 2n(du + 1) the dimension of the domain of rf,h. If282
rf,h is transverse to W , this inequality on codimW implies that rf,h(x0, x̄0, u2n) does283
not belong to W and therefore that Θf,hT (x0, u2n+1) 6= Θ
f,h
T (x̄0, u2n+1). Assume now284
that we are able to prove that, generically, rf,h is transversal to W , that is to say285
assume that there exists a residual set R such that rf,h is transversal to W whenever286
(f, h) belongs to R, we then have proved that, generically, Θf,hT is one-to-one. In order287
to prove that, generically, rf,h is transversal to W , we could try to apply Theorem 3288
by proving that the evaluation map related to the representation r from ΓU (X) ×289
C∞(X,Rdy ) to Cr(X(2) × U2n,R(2n+1)dy) is transversal to W . This evaluation map290
evr is defined as evr(f, h, x, x̄, u2n) = rf,h(x, x̄, u2n), as it is linear with respect to291
h, its differential with respect to h is given by η 7→ (η(x0) − η(x̄0), . . . , η(x2n) −292
η(x̄2n)), if we were able to show that there exists η in C∞(X,Rdy ) such that η(xi)−293
η(x̄i) = Yi, for arbitrary vectors Y0, . . . ,Y2n of Rdy , then we would be done. The294
existence of such an η is generally not ensured but is certainly true if the elements295
x0, . . . , x2n, x̄0, . . . , x̄2n are all different or, more generally, if the two lists L2n and296
L̄2n are under C0 configuration. In this case, modifying rf,h and the definition of W297
as explained in the next section, we can prove that, generically rf,h is transversal to298
W . Now the two lists are not always under such a configuration, the points x0 and x̄0299
could be located on a periodic trajectory of f or could be singular points. The case of300
singular points shows that we cannot disregard the cases where the two lists L2n and301
L̄2n are not under configuration C0. Assume that x0 and x̄0 are singular points for the302
vector field f(·, u0) and take a sequence of identical controls: u0 = u1 = . . . ,= u2n,303
then we cannot argue as in the case of C0 configuration: a mapping η as above fails304
to exist because x0 = · · · = x2n and x̄0 = . . . x̄2n. Notice that this situation is305
unavoidable: on some manifolds, every vector field has at least one singular point;306
this means that the particular configurations C1–C4 cannot be eliminated by using307
an argument of density.308
The outline of the rest of this section will be the following: for each configuration309
C0–C4 , we shall prove that there exists a residual subset of ΓU (X) × Cr(X,Rdy )310
(endowed with the Cr topology), denoted by C rk (k = 0, . . . , 4), such that if (f, h) ∈311
C rk and if (x0, x̄0, u2n) is in configuration Ck, then Θ
f,h
T (x0, u2n) 6= Θ
f,h
T (x̄0, u2n).312
Consider the intersection C r , C r0 ∩ · · · ∩ C r4 , which also is a residual subset, and313
take a pair (f, h) in C r; let x0 6= x̄0 be two different initial conditions and u2n a finite314
sequence of controls, as (x0, x̄0, u2n) must be in one of the C0–C4 configurations, we315
have Θf,hT (x0, u2n) 6= Θ
f,h
T (x̄0, u2n). Now taking the intersections of the sets C r for316
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r = 1, 2 . . . , we obtain a residual R of ΓU (X) × Cr(X,Rdy ) endowed with the C∞317
topology; this residual is such that if (f, h) belongs to R, then Θf,hT is one-to-one.318
In the following section, the existence of the residual sets C r0 –C r4 is stated in319
propositions 5, 9 and 10. For the proofs of these propositions, our strategy will be the320
following: we shall consider some submanifold W together with some representation321
ρ; the choice of W and ρ being related to the considered configuration of the lists L2n322
and L̄2n. Concerning W and ρ, we shall prove the following results:323
• by applying the Transversal density theorem [1], we shall see that the set of324
pairs (f, h) ∈ ΓU (X)× C∞(X,Rdy ) which are transversal to W is dense;325
• we shall prove also that the codimension of W is greater than the dimension326
of the domain of ρf,h, which implies that the range of ρf,h does not intersect327
W ;328
• due to our choice of W saying that ρf,h(x, x̄, u2n) /∈ W will imply that329
Θf,hT (x, u2n) 6= Θ
f,h
T (x̄, u2n).330
We shall provide a detailed proof for the C0 and C1 configurations, the proofs331
for the C2 and C3 configurations will be omitted because they are very similar to the332
previous ones. Concerning the configurations C0–C3, we only need the assumption333
dy ≥ du+ 1 to prove the existence of the residual subsets C0–C3. We have to consider334
apart the case of C4 configuration because to prove the existence of the residual subset335
C4 we need the assumption dy ≥ du + 2.336
3. The triplet (x, x̄, u2n) is under configuration C0. In this section, we337
deal first with the simplest case: the C0 configuration.338
Proposition 5. Assume that dy > du (the number of observations is greater than339
the number of controls). Denote by C r0 the set of pairs (f, h) ∈ ΓU (X)×C∞(X,Rdy )340
such that Θf,hT (x, u2n+1) 6= Θ
f,h
T (x̄, u2n+1) whenever the triplet (x, x̄, u2n) (with x 6= x̄)341
is in configuration C0. Then C r0 contains a residual for the Cr topology.342
Proof. We consider the representation343
ρ : ΓU (X)× C∞(X,Rdy ) −→ Cr
(
X(2) × U2n , (X2n+1)2 ×R(2n+1)dy
)
(f, h) 7−→ ρf,h
344
where ρf,h is the mapping345
ρf,h : X(2) × U2n −→ X2n+1 ×X2n+1 ×R(2n+1)dy
(x, x̄, u2n) 7−→ (x0, . . . , x2n, x̄0, . . . , x̄2n, y0 − ȳ0, . . . , y2n − ȳ2n) ,
346
and where yi = h(xi) and ȳi = h(x̄i), the xi’s and the x̄i’s being defined above. We347
consider the submanifold W0 included in (X2n+1)
2 × R(2n+1)dy defined as follows.348
Submanifold W0 is the set of those elements (a0, . . . , a2n, ā0, . . . , ā2n, 0, . . . , 0) such349
that350
• the elements ā0, . . . , ā2n are pairwise distinct;351
• we have ak 6= āl if k > l.352
Notice that the codimension of W0 is equal to (2n + 1)dy, as dy > du, we have353
(2n + 1)dy ≥ (2n + 1)du + 2n + 1, so the codimension of W0 is greater than the354
dimension of X(2) × U2n+1, the domain of ρf,h.355
Recall that the evaluation map evρ is defined as:356
evρ(f, h, x, x̄, u2n) = ρf,h(x, x̄, u2n) .357
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We shall see that evρ is transversal to W0 at every given point358
X , (f, h, x, x̄, u2n) ∈ ΓU (X)× Cr(X,Rdy )×X(2) × U2n .359
Consider a point X such that evρ(X ) ∈ W0 and a vector (X, X̄,Y) that is tangent360
to the codomain of evρ , with Xi ∈ TxiX, X̄i ∈ Tx̄iX, and Yi ∈ Rdy (i = 0, . . . , 2n);361
we have to prove that there exist φ ∈ ΓU (X), η ∈ C∞(X,Rdy ), ξ ∈ TxX, ξ̄ ∈ Tx̄X,362
νi ∈ TuiU (for i = 0, . . . , 2n) and a vector ζ in the tangent space to W0 at evρ(X )363
such that364
(5) (X, X̄,Y) = d(evρ)(X ) · (φ, η, ξ, ξ̄, ν) + ζ .365
We shall prove this relation with φ = 0, ξ = 0, ξ̄ = 0 and ν = 0. We denote by366
α0, . . . , α2n, ᾱ0, . . . , ᾱ2n, 0, . . . , 0367
the components of ζ. In the right-hand member of (5), the 2(2n+1) first components368
are equal to α0, . . . , α2n, ᾱ0, . . . , ᾱ2n, and can be chosen such that αi = Xi and ᾱi = X̄i369
(i = 0, . . . , 2n). The 2n+ 1 last equations in (5) are370
η0 − η̄0 = Y0, . . . , η2n − η̄2n = Y2n(6)371372
where we let ηi , η(xi) and η̄i , η(x̄i). We consider this system as a linear system373
whose unknown are η0, . . . , η2n, η̄0, . . . , η̄2n. If evρ(X ) belongs to the submanifold374
W0, the points x̄0, . . . , x̄2n are pairwise distinct, so the unknown η̄0, . . . , η̄2n can be375
arbitrarily and independently chosen. There could be some equalities between the376
elements of the list L2n and between an element of L2n and an element of L̄2n. If an377
equality such that xk = x̄l exists, then, as evρ(X ) ∈ W0, we necessarily have k < l378
and ηk = η̄l. The matrix of system (6) is then379
M =
(
A | −I(2n+1)dy +B
)
380
Where I(2n+1)dy is the (2n+1)dy dimensional identity matrix and matrix B is a block381
matrix, whose blocks are 0 or dy dimensional identity matrices. Moreover, matrix B382
is upper triangular: if we have an equality like xk = x̄l, then we find in B the block383
Idy (identity matrix) at position (k, l) with l > k. From the form of matrix B, we can384
conclude that the rank of M is equal to (2n + 1)dy which implies that we can find385
η̄0, . . . , η̄2n, η0, . . . , η2n such that system (6) has a solution. Denote by xk1 , . . . , xkp386
the list of the elements of L2n which are not equal to an element of L̄2n. It is possible387
to find a solution of (6) such that ηk1 = · · · = ηkp = 0, for such a solution, it is then388
possible to find a mapping η such that η(xi) = ηi and η(x̄i) = η̄i (i = 0, . . . , 2n).389
We have shown that evρ is transversal to W0. The conclusion of the proposition390
now follows from the application of the Transversal density theorem [1]: the set Or0391
of pairs (f, h) ∈ ΓU (X) × C∞(X,Rdy ) such that ρf,h is transversal to W0 is open392
and dense in the Cr topology (for every r > 0). Take now a pair (f, h) in this set393
Or0 and take two initial conditions x 6= x̄, and a finite sequence of controls u2n such394
that the triplet (x, x̄, u2n) is in configuration C0, the mapping ρf,h is transversal to395
W0 at (x, x̄, u2n) but as codimW0 > dim(X(2) × U2n), transversality means that396
ρf,h(x, x̄, u2n) /∈ W0, which implies that at least one of the equalities yj = ȳj is not397
satisfied and so Θf,hT (x, u2n) 6= Θ
f,h
T (x̄, u2n).398
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4. The case of the C1–C4 configurations. In the proofs of the next propo-399
sitions 9 and 10, we shall have to consider the derivative of ϕT (x) with respect to the400
vector field f (we are no more able to take φ = 0 as in the proof of Proposition 5).401
This is why we ned to state a technical lemma, which bears on the computation of402
these derivatives. To prove this lemma, we have to take into account the periodic403
trajectories of a vector field; these trajectories have some generic properties—which404
we intend to use in the proof of Lemma 8—, which are stated in the Kupka-Smale405
theorem. Now the Kupka-Smale theorem has not been stated for parametrized vector406
fields, so we will show that it can be generalized to those vector fields.407
4.1. Periodic trajectories and the Kupka-Smale theorem. Take a param-408
etrized vector field f ∈ ΓU (X), u ∈ U , x ∈ X, and assume that x belongs to a periodic409
trajectory of the vector field f(·, u). Then there exists π0 > 0 such that ϕuπ0(x) = x,410
this implies that dϕuπ0(x) · f(x, u) = f(x, u), so 1 is an eigenvalue of A , dϕ
u
π0(x). In411
the sequel we shall have to consider expressions like Id +A + · · · + Ak and we shall412
need that this sum of linear mappings be invertible; this is certainly true if, apart413
from 1, the other eigenvalues have modulus different from 1. The theorem of Kupka-414
Smale [15, 17] asserts that this is generically the case for a vector field. Let a > 0,415
hereafter, we denote by G2(a) the subset of Γ(X) of those vector fields f such that416
• if x is a singular point of f (i.e f(x) = 0), then for every t 6= 0, dϕt(x) :417
TxX → TxX has no complex eigenvalue of modulus 1;418
• if x belongs to a periodic trajectory of f with period 0 < π0 ≤ a, then,419
denoting by 1, λ2, . . . , λn the eigenvalues of dϕπ0(x), we have |λi| 6= 1 for420
i = 2, . . . , n.421
Hereafter, recall that the manifolds X and U are assumed to be compact. We422
have423
Theorem 6 (Kupka-Smale). Let a > 0, the set G2(a) is residual; moreover for424
the Cr topology (r < +∞), G2(a) is open and dense.425
This theorem can be generalized to parametrized vector fields, namely we have.426
Theorem 7. Let a > 0, the set G U2 (a) of parametrized vector fields such that427
f(·, u) ∈ G2(a) for every u ∈ U is a residual; moreover G U2 (a) is open and dense for428
the Cr topology.429
This theorem can be proved by adapting the steps of the proof of the Kupka-430
Smale’s theorem which can be found in [1]. Owing to lack of space, we do not write431
here the proof of Theorem 7 but we give a sketch of this proof in Appendix A;432
moreover, the reader is referred to [19] where this result is proved in the case where433
the dimension of U is 1.434
4.2. Technical lemma. The proofs of propositions 9 and 10 below will follow435
the same scheme as the proof of Prop. 5. Nevertheless, in the following propositions,436
in order to prove that the mapping evρ is transversal to some submanifold W , we437
shall have to consider the derivative of the flow with respect to a vector field. Thus,438
before going further, we recall a result which will be used in the proof of Lemma 8439
and propositions 9 and 10. Take two vector fields f and φ defined on X and denote by440
ϕt and ϕλt (λ ∈ R) the flows related to f and f +λφ respectively. In [1, Perturbation441
theorem], the following formula is proved: for every x ∈ X, we have442
(7) ddλϕ
λ
t (x)
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
=
∫ t
0
dϕσ ◦ φ ◦ ϕt−σ(x)dσ .443
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Obviously, this formula can be extended to the case of parametrized vector fields.444
Consider f and φ in ΓU (X) and denote by ϕu,λt the flow generated by the vector field445
f(·, u) + λφ(·, u) (with u fixed). Starting from an initial condition x0, consider now446
the sequence xλ0 , xλ1 , . . . defined recursively as xλ0 = x0 and xλi+1 = ϕ
ui,λ
T (xλi ), then447
applying formula (7), we deduce easily that448
d
dλx
λ
i+1
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= Ji + δi(Ji−1) + · · ·+ δ1(J0)449
where450
Jk =
∫ T
0
dϕukσ (ϕ
uk
T−σ(xk)) · φ(ϕ
uk
T−σ(xk), uk)dσ ;451
the integral Jk belongs to the tangent space of X at ϕukT (xk) = xk+1. Moreover the452
δk’s are the mappings defined as453
δk = d(ϕuiT ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ
uk
T )(xk) .454
We state now a preliminary result which will be used in the proofs of propositions 9455
and 10. We shall say that these lists are under C′3 (resp. C′4) configuration if456
• they are under C3 (resp. C4) configuration and if457
• there exists a subscript k ∈ {i, . . . , p−1}∪{m, . . . , j−1} (resp. k ∈ {i, . . . , p−458
1} ∪ {j, . . . ,m− 1}) such that uk 6= up−1 .459
The proof of the following lemma is postponed in Appendix B.460
Lemma 8. Let Xp ∈ TxpX be an arbitrary tangent vector to X at xp. Assume461
that the lists L2n and L̄2n are under C1 configuration, then one can find a vector field462
φ ∈ ΓU (X) such that we have463
dxλp
dλ
∣∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= Xp,
dxλi
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= 0 .464
465
If these lists are under C2, C′3 or C′4 configuration, then one can find a vector field466
φ ∈ ΓU (X) such that we have467
dxλp
dλ
∣∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= Xp,
dxλi
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= 0, dx̄
λ
m
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= 0,
dx̄λj
dλ
∣∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= 0 .468
469
4.3. The triplet (x, x̄, u2n) is under one of the configurations C1, C2 or470
C3.471
Proposition 9. Assume that dy > du (the number of observations is greater472
than the number of controls). For k = 1, 2, 3, denote by C rk the subset of pairs (f, h) ∈473
ΓU (X) × C∞(X,Rp) such that Θf,hT (x, u2n+1) 6= Θ
f,h
T (x̄, u2n+1) whenever the triplet474
(x, x̄, u2n) (with x 6= x̄) is in configuration Ck. Then each subset C rk contains a475
residual for the Cr topology.476
Hereafter, we write the proof of this proposition only in the case of C1 configuration,477
the case proofs for the other configurations being very similar.478
4.3.1. Proof of the proposition in the case of C1 configuration. If the479
triplet (x, x̄, u2n) is in the C1 configuration, there exist subscripts i, j, p,m such that480
xp = xi and x̄m = xj .481
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We choose four subscripts 0 ≤ i, j, p,m ≤ 2n such that i < p; letting q =482
max(i, j, p,m), we consider the representation ρ483
ρ : G U2 (a)× Cr(X,Rdy ) −→ Cr
(
X(2) × Uq , Xq+1 ×Xq+1 ×Rq dy
)
(f, h) 7−→ ρf,h
484
defined through the mapping ρf,h485
ρf,h : X(2) × Uq −→ Xq+1 ×Xq+1 ×Rq dy
(x, x̄, uq) 7−→ (x0, . . . , xq, x̄0, . . . , x̄q, y0 − ȳ0, . . . , yq−1 − ȳq−1) .
486
We fix two lists of subscripts (possibly empty) i1 < · · · < ir < q and j1 < · · · < jr < q487
such that the signs of i1 − j1, . . . , ir − jr are the same ; if j,m < q, one has ik = j488
and jk = m for some subscript k. We consider also the submanifold489
V j,i,pm ⊂ Xq+1 ×Xq+1 ×R(2n+1)dy490
defined as follows: V j,i,pm is the set of those elements491
(a0, . . . , aq, ā0, . . . , āq, 0, . . . , 0)492
such that493
• we have the equalities ām = aj and ai = ap;494
• the elements of {ā0, . . . , āq−1} are pairwise different;495
• ai′ 6= āj′ if (i′, j′) 6= (ik, jk) (i′, j′ < q, k = 1, . . . , r).496
Notice that the number of submanifold having the above properties is finite, moreover497
the codimension of V j,i,pm is equal to 2n+q dy and is greater or equal to 2n+q(du+1) >498
2n+ q du; so the codimension of V j,i,pm is greater than the dimension of the domain of499
ρf,h.500
We shall show that evρ is transversal to V j,i,pm . Let X , (f, h, x, x̄, uq) be a501
point such that evρ(X ) ∈ V j,i,pm and take a vector (X, X̄,Y) which is tangent to the502
codomain of evρ at evρ(X ), with Xk ∈ TxkX, X̄k ∈ Tx̄kX (k = 0, . . . , q) and Yk ∈ Rdy503
(k = 0, . . . , q − 1). We have to prove that there exist φ ∈ ΓU (X), η ∈ Cr(X,Rdy ),504
ξ ∈ TxX, ξ̄ ∈ Tx̄X, νl ∈ TulU (for l = 0, . . . ,m − 1) and a vector ζ in the tangent505
space to V j,i,pm at evρ(X ) such that506
(8) (X, X̄,Y) = d(evρ)(X ) · (φ, η, ξ, ξ̄, ν) + ζ .507
We shall prove this relation with ξ = 0 and ν = 0. We denote by508
α0, . . . , αq, ᾱ0, . . . , ᾱq, β0, . . . , 0, . . . , 0509
the components of ζ.510
Among the 2q + 2 first equations in (8), the ones corresponding to subscripts511
different from j, i and p (first q + 1 equations) or m (last q + 1 equations) are trivial512
because the corresponding tangent vectors αk (k 6= j, i, p) and ᾱk (k 6= m) can be513
arbitrarily chosen. Thus we focus on the following four equations514
αj +Aj = Xj , αi +Ai = Xi, αp +Ap = Xp, ᾱm + Ām + ξ̄m = Xm .(9)515516
Here Al (resp. Āl), l = 0, . . . , q, denotes the derivative of xλl (resp. x̄l) with respect517
to λ evaluated at λ = 0 while ξ̄j is defined recursively as518
ξ̄0 = ξ̄, ξ̄k+1 = dϕukT (x̄k) · ξ̄k, k = 0, . . . , 2n− 1 .(10)519520
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Notice also that, as ζ is a tangent vector to W j,i,pr , necessarily, αi = αp and αj = ᾱm.521
As we are under C1 configuration, we can apply the preliminary lemma 8, thus we522
can find a vector field φ such that Ai = 0 while Ap is equal to an arbitrary tangent523
vector in TxpX (notice that we cannot guarantee that Aj = 0 because we do not524
know the position of j with respect to i and p). Taking into account that αp = αi525
and ᾱm = αj , the equations (9) then rewrite526
αj +Aj = Xj , αi = Xi, αi +Ap = Xp, αj + Ām + ξ̄m = Xm ,(11)527528
a solution to system (11) is then529
αi = Xi, Ap = Xp − Xi, αj = Xj −Aj , ξ̄m = Xm − Ām − Xj +Aj530531
Notice that, once Ap has been chosen, Aj and Ām are fixed (they depend on Xp−Xi),532
moreover ξ̄ can be chosen in such a way that ξ̄m is equal to an arbitrary tangent533
vector.534
As for the last 2q equations, they can be written535
η0 − η̄0 − χ̄0 = Y0, . . . , ηq−1 − η̄q−1 − χ̄q−1 = Yq−1(12)536537
where χ̄k = dh(xk) · ξ̄k, ηk = η(xk), and η̄k = η(x̄k) (k = 0, . . . , q − 1). We regard538
this system as a linear system. As x̄m = xj is the only equality between the xk’s539
and the x̄k’s, we can consider that the unknowns for this system are η0, . . . , ηq−1 and540
η̄0, . . . , η̄q−1; the matrix of this system then writes541 (
A | −Iq dy +B
)
542
here Iq dy denotes the q dy dimensional identity matrix while B is a dy × dy block543
matrix which is a strictly upper or strictly lower triangular matrix. Thus Iq dy −B is544
an upper or lower-triangular block matrix, the elements of the diagonal being equal545
to the dy × dy identity matrix, hence −Iq dy + B is non singular, which proves that546
system (12) admits a solution.547
This proves that evρ is transversal to V j,i,pm ; we achieve the proof of Proposition 9548
as the one of Proposition 5.549
4.4. The triplet (x, x̄, u2n) is under one configuration C4. We examine550
now the case of C4 configuration, in this case, the assumption dy ≥ du + 1 is no more551
sufficient.552
Proposition 10. Assume that du = 0 and dy ≥ 1, or du > 0 and dy ≥ du + 2553
(the number of observations is greater than the number of controls plus one). Denote554
by C r4 the set of pairs (f, h) ∈ ΓU (X) × C∞(X,Rp) such that Θ
f,h
T (x, u2n+1) 6=555
Θf,hT (x̄, u2n+1) whenever the triplet (x, x̄, u2n) (with x 6= x̄) is in configuration C4.556
Then C r4 contains a residual for the Cr topology.557
Proof of Proposition 10. In the sequel, we shall say that the lists L2n and L̄2n558
are under C′′4 configuration if they are under C4 configuration but not under C′4559
configuration. We shall consider these two subcases separately.560
Configuration C′4. In this case there exist subscripts 0 ≤ i < p ≤ 2n and 0 ≤561
j < m ≤ 2n such that xi = xp and x̄j = x̄m; moreover there exists a subscripts562
k ∈ {i, . . . , p − 1} ∪ {j, . . . ,m − 1} such that uk 6= up−1. Without loss of generality,563
we can assume that m ≥ p.564
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We choose four subscripts 0 ≤ i < p ≤ 2n and 0 ≤ j < m ≤ 2n (m ≥ p), as well565
as a subscript k0 ∈ {i, . . . , p− 1} ∪ {j, . . . ,m− 1}. We consider the representation ρ566
defined on G U2 (a)× Cr(X,Rdy ) through the mapping ρf,h as567
ρf,h : X(2) × Um(k0,p−1) −→ X
m+1 ×Xm+1 ×Rmdy
(x, x̄, um) 7−→ (x0, . . . , xm, x̄0, . . . , x̄m, y0 − ȳ0, . . . , ym−1 − ȳm−1) .
568
Together with ρ, we consider the submanifold569
Zi,pj,m ⊂ X
m+1 ×Xm+1 ×Rmdy570
defined as the set of those elements571
(a0, . . . , am, ā0, . . . , ām, 0, . . . , 0)572
such that573
• we have the equalities ai = ap and āj = ām;574
• the above equalities are the only ones between the elements of Lp ∪ L̄m .575
Notice first that the codimension of Zi,pj,m is equal to 2n + mdy and is greater than576
2n+mdu which is greater than the dimension of the domain of ρf,h.577
We shall show that evρ is transversal to Zi,pj,m. Let X , (f, h, x, x̄, um) be a578
point such that evρ(X ) ∈ Zi,pj,m and take a tangent vector (X, X̄,Y) with Xk ∈ TxkX,579
X̄k ∈ Tx̄kX (k = 0, . . . ,m), and Yk ∈ Rdy (k = 0, . . . ,m − 1). We have to prove580
that there exist φ ∈ ΓU (X), η ∈ Cr(X,Rdy ), ξ ∈ TxX, ξ̄ ∈ Tx̄X, νk ∈ TukU (for581
j = 0, . . . ,m− 1) and a vector ζ in the tangent space to Zi,pj,m at evρ(X ) such that582
(13) (X, X̄,Y) = d(evρ)(f, h, x, x̄, um) · (φ, η, ξ, ξ̄, ν) + ζ .583
We shall prove this relation with ξ = 0, ξ̄ = 0 and ν = 0. We denote by584
α0, . . . , αm, ᾱ0, . . . , ᾱm, 0, . . . , 0585
the components of ζ; notice that, as ζ is a tangent vector to Zi,pj,m, we have αi = αp586
and ᾱj = ᾱm.587
To prove that Equation (13) admits a solution, the reasoning is analogous to the588
one made in the proofs of the previous propositions but here, we have to apply twice589
Lemma 8. Hereafter, given a vector field φ we denote by xλ,φi , the sequence defined590
recursively as follows591
xλ,φ0 = x0, x
λ,φ
i+1 = ϕ
ui,λ
T (x
λ,φ
i )592593
where ϕui,λt denotes the flow related to the vector field f(·, ui) + λφ. According to594
Lemma 8, there exist a vector field φ0 such that the derivatives of xλ,φ0i , x̄
λ,φ0
j and595
x̄λ,φ0m with respect to λ are all zero while the derivative of xλ,φ0p can be arbitrarily596
chosen. As there exists k0 such that uk0 6= up−1, we can also apply this lemma by597
replacing up−1 by uk0 in the lemma. For example, if j ≤ k0 < m, and, assuming598
without loss of generality, that k0 is the greatest subscript less than m such that599
uk0 6= up−1, we deduce from Lemma 8 that there exists a vector field φ1 such that the600
derivatives of xλ,φ1i , xλ,φ1p and x̄
λ,φ1
j with respect to λ are all zero while the derivative601
14
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of x̄λ,φ1k0+1 can be arbitrarily chosen. Noticing that602
x̄λ,φ1m =
x̄
λ,φ1
k0+1 if k0 = m− 1 ,
ϕ
up−1
(m−k0)T (x̄
λ,φ1
k0
) if k0 < m− 1 ;
603
we see that the derivative of x̄λ,φ1m with respect to λ can be arbitrarily chosen.604
We chose now the vector field φ ∈ ΓU (X) as follows605
• φ(·, up−1) = φ0 and φ(·, uk0) = φ1;606
• φ(·, uk) ≡ 0 if uk /∈ {up−1, uk0} .607
Clearly the derivatives of xλ,φi and x̄
λ,φ
j with respect to λ are zero while the derivatives608
of xλ,φp and x̄λ,φm can be arbitrarily chosen.609
As in the previous configurations, as regard the first 2m+ 2 equations in (13), we610
have to consider only the four following ones611
αi +Ai = Xi, αp +Ap = Xp, ᾱj + Āj = X̄j , ᾱm + Ām = X̄m(14)612613
where the Ak’s (resp. the Āk’s) denote the derivatives of the xλ,φk (resp. of the x̄
λ,φ
k )614
with respect to λ; so we have Ai = 0 and Āj = 0. Notice also that, from the definition615
of Zi,pj,m, it follows that αi = αp and ᾱj = ᾱm. Taking into account these equalities,616
the solution to the equations (14) is then617
αi = Xi, Ap = Xp − Xj , ᾱj = X̄j , Ām = X̄m − X̄j .618619
As regard the last m equalities in (13), the proof is the same as the one of620
Proposition 9: the two lists Lm−1 and L̄m−1 are disjoint and the elements of L̄m−1621
are pairwise distinct, so one can find a function η ∈ C∞(X,Rdy ) such that η(xk) = 0622
for k = 0, . . . ,m − 1 while the values of η at x̄k (k = 0, . . . ,m − 1) can be chosen623
arbitrarily.624
Configuration C′′4. In this case, we have ui = . . . up−1 = uj = . . . um−1; the625
equalities xi = xp and x̄j = x̄m then imply that the trajectories of the vector field626
f(·, up−1) are periodic.627
We choose some subscripts 0 ≤ i < p ≤ 2n and 0 ≤ j < m ≤ 2n, without loss628
of generality, we assume that m ≥ p. We consider first t representation ρ defined on629
G U2 (a)× Cr(X,R) through the mapping ρf,h defined as630
ρf,h : X(2) × Um(i,p,j,m) ×R∗+ −→ Xm+1 ×Xm+1 ×Rmdy
(x, x̄, um, t) 7−→ (x0, . . . , xp−1, ϕ
up1
t (xi), xp+1, . . . , xm,
x̄0, . . . , x̄m, y0 − ȳ0, . . . , ym−1 − ȳm−1) .
631
where Um(i,p,j,m) is the submanifold of Um defined as the set of those um such that632
ui = · · · = up−1 = uj = · · · = um−1.633
Together with ρ, we consider the submanifold Zi,pj,m defined as in the previous634
case. We shall prove that evρ is transversal to Zi,pj,m. Let X , (f, h, x, x̄, um, t) be a635
point such that evρ(X ) ∈ Zi,pj,m and take a tangent vector (X, X̄,Y) with Xk ∈ TxkX,636
k ∈ {0, . . . ,m} r {p}, Xp ∈ TxiX, X̄k,∈ Tx̄kX, k = 0, . . . ,m and Yk ∈ Rdy , k =637
0, . . . ,m − 1. Notice that evρ(X ) ∈ Zi,pj,m implies that xi and x̄j belong to periodic638
trajectories of the vector field f(·, up−1).639
We have to prove that there exist φ ∈ ΓU (X), η ∈ Cr(X,Rdy ), ξ ∈ TxX,640
ξ̄ ∈ Tx̄X, νk ∈ TukU , τ ∈ R, and a vector ζ in the tangent space to W
i,p
j,m at evρ(X )641
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such that642
(15) (X, X̄,Y) = d(evρ)(X ) · (φ, η, ξ, ξ̄, ν, τ) + ζ .643
We shall prove this relation with ν = 0 and ξ̄ = 0. We denote by644
α0, . . . , αm, ᾱ0, . . . , ᾱm, 0, . . . , 0645
the components of ζ; notice that, as ζ is a tangent vector to Zi,pj,m, we have αi = αp646
and ᾱj = ᾱm.647
As in the previous cases, in order to prove that the first 2m+ 2 equations in (15)648
can be satisfied, it is sufficient to focus our attention to the four following equations649
αi + ξi +Ai = Xi, αp + ξp +Ap + τf(xi, up−1) = Xp,650
ᾱj + Āj = X̄j , ᾱm + Ām = X̄m,651652
the notations are the same as in the previous cases except for Ap and ξp:653
Ap =
dϕup−1,λt (xi)
dλ
∣∣∣∣∣
λ=0
, ξp = dϕ
up−1
t (xi) · ξi .654
655
We can apply Lemma 8: there exists φ such that Āj = 0 while Ām can be arbitrarily656
chosen. Here we cannot ensure that we also have Ai = Ap = 0 because xi could657
belong to the periodic trajectory of f(·, up−1) passing through x̄j , so we first choose658
ᾱj = X̄j and Ām = X̄m − X̄j . Now as ϕ
up−1
t (xi) = xi, we have t = q π0 where π0659
denotes the prime period of the periodic trajectory of f(·, up−1) passing through xi;660
thus dϕup−1t (xi) = (dϕ
up−1
π0 (xi))
q . As before, due to the fact that f belongs to G U2 (a),661
the linear mapping662
(ξi, τ) 7→
(
(dϕvπ0(xi))
q − Id
)
· ξi + τf(xi, v)663
is onto. Thus we can find ξi and τ such that664 (
(dϕvπ0(xi))
q − Id
)
· ξi + τf(xi, v) = Xp − Xi +Ap −Ai .665
we take also αi = Xi−Ai, with these choices of αi, ξi and τ , we see that the two first666
equations are also satisfied.667
As regards the last m equations in (15), we argue as in the previous case.668
At this point, the application of the Transversal Density Theorem, shows that R4,669
the set of pairs (f, h) in G U2 (a)×Cr(X,Rdy ) such that ρf,h is transversal to the finite670
set of submanifolds Zi,pj,m, is a residual. Now, we have to compute the codimension of671
Zi,pj,m, it is equal to 2n+mdy and is greater or equal to 2n+mdu+m ; this codimension672
is greater than the dimension of the domain of ρf,h if m ≥ 2 or dy ≥ du + 2. In this673
case, to be transversal to Zi,pj,m means non membership and we can conclude the proof674
of Proposition 10 as for the previous propositions. If m = 1, du = 0 and dy ≥ 1, evρ is675
still transversal to submanifold Zi,pj,m but codim(Z
0,1
0,1 ) is then equal to the dimension676
of the domain of ρf,h, so we need an additional argument to conclude in this case.677
Hereafter, we shall see that, in this particular case, although the codimension of Z0,10,1 is678
equal to the dimension of the domain of ρf,h, transversality implies non membership.679
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Case where m = 1, du = 0 and dy ≥ 1. Take (f, h) ∈ Rr4 , then ρf,h is transversal680
to W 0,10,1 . Assume that x0 6= x̄0 are two points of X such that681
• there exists some t > 0 such that ϕt(x0) = x0, ϕuT (x̄0) = x̄0;682
• h(x0) = h(x̄0);683
then there exist ξ0 ∈ Tx0X, ξ̄0 ∈ Tx̄0X, τ ∈ R, α0 and ᾱ0 in the tangent spaces to684
X at x0 and x̄0 such that the following equations are satisfied685
(16)

α0 + ξ0 = X0, α0 + dϕt(x0) · ξ0 + τf(x0, u) = X1,
ᾱ0 + ξ̄0 = X̄0, ᾱ0 + dϕT (x̄0) · ξ̄0 = X̄1
dh(x0) · ξ0 − dh(x̄0) · ξ̄0 = Y
686
whatever X0, X1, X̄0, X̄1 and Y tangent vectors to the appropriate spaces. Clearly687
the four first equations in this system are equivalent to the two following ones688
(dϕt(x0)− Id) · ξ0 + τf(x0, u) = X1 − X0,689
(dϕT (x̄0)− Id) · ξ̄0 = X̄1 − X̄1 .690691
As 1 is an eigenvalue of the linear mapping dϕT (x̄0), clearly the second equation of692
this system cannot be satisfied. This implies that if ϕT (x0) = x0 and ϕT (x̄0) = x̄0,693
the point ρf,h(x0, x̄0) cannot belong to W 0,10,1 , which means that we must have h(x0) 6=694
h(x̄0). This achieve the proof of Proposition 10.695
5. The case du ≥ 1 and dy = du + 1 . Counterexample. We shall exhibit696
here a simple counterexample which shows that if dy = 2 and du = 1, then the697
conclusion of our main result (Theorem 4) is no more true. That it to say, we exhibit698
a pair (f0, h0) such that for every (f, h) in some neighborhood of (f0, h0), the related699
mapping Θf,hT is not injective. We recall hereafter, the isotopy theorem [1] which will700
be used to prove some optimality of our main result.701
Theorem 11 (Transversal isotopy theorem). Let A , Z and Y be Cr+1 manifolds702
(r ≥ 1), ρ : A → Cr+1(Z, Y ) a Cr+1 representation, W ⊂ Y a submanifold and703
a0 ∈ A a point. For a ∈ A let Wa = ρ−1a (W ). Assume that704
1. W is closed in Y ;705
2. Z is compact and Cr+3;706
3. ρa0 is transversal to W .707
Then there is an open neighborhood N of a0 in A such that, for a ∈ N , there is a Cr708
diffeomorphism Fa : Z → Z such that Fa(Wa0) = Wa and Fa is Cr isotopic to the709
identity.710
We shall apply the transversal isotopy theorem 11 to the following situation: we711
take712
• A = ΓU (X)×C∞(X,Rdy ), where X and U are compact manifolds, dimU =713
du > 0 with dy = du + 1 ;714
• Z = X2 × U × S1 ;715
• Y = X3 ×Rdy .716
We consider also a representation ρ which is slightly different from the one which has717
been used in the proof of Proposition 10; we define this representation through ρf,h718
as719
ρf,h : X2 × U × S1 −→ X3 ×Rdy
(x, x̄, u, s) 7−→ (x, ϕuT (x), ϕuγ(s)(x̄), h(x)− h(x̄))
720
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here γ ∈ C∞(S1,R).721
The submanifold W ⊂ X3 ×Rdy is then defined as722
W = { (z1, z2, z3, 0) ∈ X3 ×Rdy | z1 = z2 = z3 } .723
Consider a pair (f0, h0) such that ρf0,h0 is transversal to W and such that Wf0,h0724
is nonempty. Applying the Transversal isotopy theorem 11, we deduce that there725
exists a neighborhood N of (f0, h0) such that if (f, h) ∈ N , Wf,h = F (Wf0,h0) with F726
a diffeomorphism from Z to Z. Thus Wf,h is nonempty; notice that we can assume727
that ρf,h is transversal to W for every pair (f, h) ∈ N , this is a direct consequence of728
the Openness of Transversal Intersection Theorem [1] applied to this situation with729
K = Z. Let (x, x̄, u, s) be an element of Wf,h, we shall show that x 6= x̄: arguing by730
contradiction, we shall see that if we have the equality x = x̄, then ρf,h cannot be731
transversal to W at (x, x̄, u, s). We introduce some notations732
A = dϕuT (x), Ā = dϕuγ(s)(x̄),733
B = ∂ϕ
v
T (x)
∂v
∣∣∣∣
v=u
, B̄ =
∂ϕvγ(s)(x̄)
∂v
∣∣∣∣∣
v=u
,734
C = dh(x), C̄ = dh(x̄) .735736
Consider now the following “matrix” M737
M =
A− Id 0 B 0− Id Ā B̄ f(x, u)
C −C̄ 0 0
 .738
Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 10, we see that the transversality of ρf,h to739
W at (x, x̄, u, s) is equivalent to the invertibility of the square matrix M . Since we740
assume that x = x̄, we have C = C̄, which implies that the determinant of M is equal741
to the one of the following matrix M ′:742
M ′ =
A− Id 0 B 0Ā− Id Ā B̄ f(x, u)
0 −C̄ 0 0
 .743
Now as f(x, u) belongs to the kernels of A− Id and Ā− Id (because ϕuγ(t)(x̄) = x), the744
vector (f(x, u), 0, 0, 0)T belongs to the kernel ofM ′ which implies that the determinant745
of M ′ is zero : we have reached a contradiction. As a consequence, if (f, h) ∈ N , there746
exists x 6= x̄, u and s such that h(x) = h(x̄); moreover, the trajectory of f(·, u) passing747
through x is periodic and x̄ belongs to this trajectory, so we have ϕukT (x) = x and748
ϕukT (x̄) = x̄ .749
We give now an explicit example of a pair (f0, h0) such that ρf0,h0 is transversal750
to W . In what follows, for the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, we751
assume that T = 2π. The manifold X will be equal to the circle S1 and the set of752
controls U will also be equal to the circle S1. We denote by u1 and u2 (resp. s1 and753
s2) the components of u (resp. of s) and we consider the following vector field:754
f0(x, u) = R1 · x+ u1R2 · x755
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with R1 and R2 the following skew-symmetric matrices756
R1 =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, R2 =
(
0 −β
β 0
)
,757
758
with β ∈ (0, 1).759
Mapping h0 is defined by:760
h0 : X −→ R2
x 7−→ (x1, x1x2) ,
761
while function γ is defined by:762
γ(s) =
(
−12 +
1
4 s1
)
2π .763
The set Wf0,h0 . Let x = (x1, x2) and x̄ = (x̄1, x̄2) be two points in S1, and764
u = (u1, u2) ∈ S1 a control and s ∈ S1; assume that ρf0,h0(x, x̄, u, s) ∈ W . Letting765
z = x1 + ix2 ∈ C, the equality ϕuT (x) = x is equivalent to ei(1+u1β)2πz = z which is766
equivalent to 1 + u1β = k with k ∈ Z. Now, as β ∈ (0, 1), we have |u1β| < 1 and so767
the equality u1β = k − 1 ∈ Z is possible if and only if u1 = 0. From the definition of768
h, we can easily see that the equality h(x) = h(x̄) amounts to x = x̄ or x1 = x̄1 = 0.769
If x = x̄, as u1 = 0, the equality ϕuγ(s)(x̄) = x is possible only if γ(s) ∈ Z, but from the770
definition of γ, we have γ(s) ∈ [−3/4,−1/4]. Thus x 6= x̄ and x1 = x̄1 = 0, so, taking771
into account that u1 = 0, the equality ϕuγ(s)(x̄) = x is equivalent to the following ones772
− sin
(
γ(s)
)
x̄2 = 0, cos
(
γ(s)
)
x̄2 = x2 = −x̄2 .773774
These two equalities are true iff γ(s) = (2k + 1)π with k ∈ Z, which is equivalent to775
s1 = 4k + 4, as |s1| ≤ 1, this is possible only if s1 = 0.776
In conclusion, Wf0,h0 is the set consisting of the following eight elements777
Wf0,h0 = {
(
(0, ε0), (0,−ε0), (0, ε1), (0, ε2)
)
} .778
where ε0, ε1, ε2 ∈ {−1, 1}.779
The transversality of ρf0,h0 . Take (x, x̄, u, s) ∈ X ×X ×U ×S1 an element such780
that ρf0,h0(x, x̄, u, s) belongs to W . Thus we have781
x = (0, ε0), x̄ = (0,−ε0), u = (0, ε1), s = (0, ε2)(17)782783
with εi ∈ {−1, 1} (i = 0, 1, 2). Let (X1,X2,X3,Y) be a tangent vector to X3 ×R2 at784
ρf0,h0(x, x̄, u, s). Thus, X1, X2 and X3 are tangent to S1 at (0, ε0) while Y is a vector785
in R2. We write a tangent vector to submanifold W as ζ = (α, α, α, 0) where α is a786
tangent vector to S1 at (0, ε0). We have to prove that there exists ξ (resp. ξ̄) in the787
tangent space to S1 at (0, ε0) (resp. (0,−ε0)) as well as ν a vector in the tangent space788
to S1 at (0, ε1) and σ a vector tangent to S1 at s such that the following equalities789
are satisfied790
X1 = ξ + α ,(18)791
X2 = dϕuT (x) · ξ +
∂ϕuT (x)
∂u
· ν + α ,(19)792
X3 = dϕuγ(s)(x̄) · ξ̄ +
∂ϕuγ(s)(x̄)
∂u
· ν +
∂ϕγ(s)
∂s
· σ + α ,(20)793
Y = dh(x) · ξ − dh(x̄) · ξ̄ .(21)794795
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We examine first the fourth equation (21), taking into account that ξ = (ξ1, 0)T796
and ξ̄ = (ξ̄1, 0)
T, it writes797 (
1 0
ε0 0
)(
ξ1
0
)
−
(
1 0
−ε0 0
)(
ξ̄1
0
)
=
(
Y1
Y2
)
.798
Clearly, the solution of this equation is799
ξ1 =
ε0 Y2 + Y1
2 , ξ̄1 =
ε0 Y2 −Y1
2 .(22)800801
Taking into account that Xi = (X1i , 0)
T and α = (α1, 0)T, the solution of the first802
equation (18) is then given by (22) and by the equality803
(23) α1 = X11 −
ε0 Y2 + Y1
2 .804
Concerning the second equation (19), we notice that dϕuT (x) = Id and that805
∂ϕuT (x)
∂u
=
(
−2π β ε0 0
0 0
)
806
so the solution of equation (19) is given by (22), (23) and by807
(24) ν1 = −
X12 − X11
2π β ε0
.808
So far, the values of ξ, ξ̄ and ν are fixed, therefore showing that equation (20)809
comes down showing that the third term in the right-hand member of (20) can take810
arbitrary value. This third term writes811
∂ϕγ(s)
∂s
· σ = π2 σ1f(ϕ
u
γ(s)(x)) =
π
2 σ1
(
ε0
0
)
,812
obviously, thanks to a suitable choice of σ1, this expression can be made equal to an813
arbitrary tangent vector X̃3 of S1 at x.814
This achieves the proof of the transversality of ρf0,h0 to W .815
Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 7. The proof of the Kupka-Smale theorem816
can obviously be found in the original papers [15, 16] and [17] but the reader can also817
find a very detailed proof of this result in [1]. For the proof of the generalization of818
this theorem, we shall follow closely the arguments given in this book.819
A.1. The different sets in the theorem of Kupka-Smale.820
G1 Set G1 is the set of vector fields whose critical points are elementary. A point x821
is critical for the vector field f if f(x) = 0, it is elementary if the differential822
dϕt(x) : TxX −→ TxX823
has no complex eigenvalue of modulus 1 for every t 6= 0 .824
G∆ Let a be a positive number, set G ∆(a) is the set of vector fields f such that if O825
is a closed orbit of f with period 0 < τ ≤ a, then this period is transversal,826
that is to say, the eigenvalue 1 of the differential827
dϕτ (x) : TxX −→ TxX828
has an algebraic multiplicity equal to 1 (notice that, in this case, f(x) is an829
eigenvector of dϕτ (x)).830
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G3/2 Set G3/2(a) is defined as G3/2(a) , G1 ∩ G ∆(a) .831
G2 Set G2(a) is the set of vector fields included in G1 and whose periods 0 < τ ≤ a832
of closed orbits are elementary. A period is elementary if the modulus of833
eigenvalues of dϕτ (x) that are distinct from 1, are different from 1.834
A consequence of the Kupka-Smale theorem is that all of these sets are open and835
dense for the Cr topology in Γ(X).836
We recall that ΓU (X) denotes the set of parametrized vector fields over X; we837
define the sets G U1 , G U∆ , . . . as the sets of vector fields belonging to one of the above838
categories for every u ∈ U . For instance we define G U1 as the set of parametrized vector839
fields f such that f(·, u) ∈ G1 for every u ∈ U . Notice that every vector field f ∈ Γ(X)840
can be regarded as a parametrized vector field, so we can write Γ(X) ⊂ ΓU (X),841
G1 ⊂ G U1 , etc.842
The tangent bundle T(X×U) is diffeomorphic to the cartesian product TX×TU ,843
so a vector field f defined on X × U can be regarded as a pair (f1, f2) of two vector844
fields defined respectively on X and U . We have then the following result.845
Lemma 12. The mapping Π defined as846
Π : Γ(X × U) −→ ΓU (X)
(f1, f2) 7−→ f1
847
is open for the Cr topology (for any r > 0).848
Proof. The set C∞(X × U,TX × TU) is diffeomorphic to C∞(X × U,TX) ×849
C∞(X×U,TU) (see [12, Prop. 3.6]); we deduce easily that Γ(X×U) is diffeomorphic850
to ΓU (X)×ΓX(U). On the other hand the first projection map from ΓU (X)×ΓX(U)851
to ΓU (X) is an open and continuous mapping, it follows that Π is continuous and open852
as a composite mapping of an open and continuous mapping with a diffeomorphism.853
As a consequence of this lemma, the direct image of an open and dense subset of854
Γ(X × U) is an open and dense subset of ΓU (X).855
We recall also that a mapping f : E → F between topological spaces is called856
quasi-open if, for every open subset O ⊂ E, f(O) has a non empty interior.857
We shall need also, the following lemma.858
Lemma 13. The mapping Φ defined as859
Φ: ΓU (X)× U −→ Γ(X)
(f, u) 7−→ fu
860
is continuous. Here fu denotes the vector field defined on X by fu(x) = f(x, u).861
A.2. The set G U1 is open and dense in ΓU(X). The proof of the Kupka-862
Smale theorem 6 as made in [1] needs seven steps. Beforehand, one proves that G U1 is863
open and dense for the Cr topology. The proof follows closely the one provided in [1,864
page 98ff], in this book, the authors introduce a submanifold W of the 1-jet bundles865
J1(X,TX) as follows. Consider a chart (P,ϕ) of X, to this chart we relate, as usual,866
the chart (Q,ψ) of TX, where Q = π−1(P ) (here π : TX → X denotes the canonical867
projection) and ψ(v) = (π(v), v̄) with v̄ the local expression of v ∈ TX in the chart868
(P,ϕ). Define then the chart τP,Q as869
τP,Q : J1(P,Q) −→ P ′ ×Q′ × L(Rn,Rn)
σ 7−→ (x, ψ ◦ f ◦ ϕ−1(x), A)870
where P ′ = ϕ(P ), Q′ = ψ(Q) and x is the source of the 1-jet σ. The submanifold871
W is defined as the set of 1-jets such that ψ ◦ f ◦ ϕ−1(x) = 0 and A has at least872
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one eigenvalue with real part zero (clearly, this definition does not depend on the873
particular choice of charts). To W , one relates the subset M of L(Rn,Rn) of linear874
maps having an eigenvalue with real part zero. In [1], the proof of the density of875
G 1(X) relies on the fact that M is closed and is a finite union of submanifolds of876
codimension ≥ 1, which implies that codimW ≥ n+ 1. In our case, we consider the877
same 1-jet bundle but we replace X by X ×U , so we can see A as a linear map from878
Rn+du to Rn+du , we can identify A with its matrix written in the canonical basis879
of Rn+du and we write A as a block matrix A =
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
with A11 ∈ Rn×n and880
A22 ∈ Rdy ×Rdy . We modify the definition of W as follows: W is the set of 1-jets881
such that A11 has at least one eigenvalue with real part zero. In a similar way as882
above, we can prove that W has a codimension ≥ n + du + 1. Consider now the set883
G ′1(X×U) of vector fields f defined on X×U such that the 1-jet of f does not belong884
to W ; arguing as in [1], the fact that codimW ≥ n+du+1, proves that the set is open885
and dense. As Π is an open mapping (cf Lemma 12), and as Π(G ′1(X × U)) = G U1 ,886
we have proved that G U1 is also open and dense.887
A.3. The seven steps of the proof.888
Step 1: for every a > 0, the set G U2 (a) is open . First notice that G U2 (a) 6= ∅889
because G2(a) ⊂ G U2 (a); moreover, we shall use the fact that G2(a) is open (proven890
in [1]).891
Let f ∈ G U2 (a) and u ∈ U be fixed, denote by fu the vector fields in Γ(X) defined892
by fu(x) = f(x, u); fu belongs to G2(a), hence there exists Nu a neighborhood of fu in893
Γ(X) with Nu ⊂ G2(a). As the mapping Φ is continuous (cf Lemma 13), there exists894
N Uu a neighborhood of f in ΓU (X) and Vu neighborhood of u such that Φ(g, v) ∈ Nu895
for every (g, v) ∈ N Uu × Vu. The neighborhoods Vu cover U , as U is compact, there896
exists a finite subcover: U ⊂
⋃N
i=1 Vui , let N U =
⋂N
i=1 N
U
ui , N
U is a neighborhood897
of f in ΓU (X). Let (g, v) ∈ N U × U , there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ N such that v ∈ Vui , on898
the other hand g ∈ N U ⊂ N Uui , therefore Φ(g, v) = gv belongs to G2(a).899
In conclusion, every element g of N U is such that gv ∈ G2(a) for every v in U ,900
therefore f ∈ N U ⊂ G U2 (a), we have showed that G U2 (a) is open.901
Step 2: for every a > 0, the set G U3/2 is open . The proof is very similar to the902
previous one.903
Step 3: if f ∈ G U1 , there exists a neighborhood N of f with N ⊂ G U1 and there904
exists a0 > 0 such that G U2 (a0) ∩N = N . . Let f ∈ G U1 , for every u ∈ U , fu ∈ G1,905
so there exists a neighborhood Nu ⊂ G1 of fu in G2(a) (fu ∈ Nu ⊂ G1) and there906
exists au > 0 such that Nu ⊂ G2(au). As in step 1, as Φ is continuous, we construct907
a family of neighborhoods N Uu of f in ΓU (X) and a family Vu of neighborhoods of908
u such that for every (g, v) ∈ N Uu × Vu, the vector field gv belongs to Nu ⊂ G1 and909
Nu ⊂ G2(au). Notice that, since G U1 is open, we can assume that N Uu ⊂ G U1 .910
Due to the compactness of U , we have U ⊂
⋃N
i=1 Vui ; let911
N =
N⋂
i=1
N Uui , a0 = min1≤i≤N aui .912
913
Let (g, v) ∈ N U ×U ,there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ N such that v ∈ Vui and we have g ∈ N ⊂914
N Uui , therefore Φ(g, v) = gv ∈ Nui and Nui ⊂ G2(aui), but, clearly, G2(aui) ⊂ G2(a0)915
since a0 ≤ aui . Thus, we have showed that916
f ∈ N ⊂ G U1 ∩ G U2 (a0) ,917
which achieves the proof.918
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Step 4: if N ⊂ G U1 is open and G U2 (a)∩N is dense in N then G U3/2(
3
2 a)∩N is919
dense in N .. This step is based on lemmas 31.7 and 31.8 in [1, p. 102]. Lemma 30.7920
asserts that if x is a point located on a closed orbit of a vector field f ∈ Γ(X), given921
a tangent vector v ∈ TxX, there exists a vector field g ∈ Γ(X) such that, denoting922
by τ the prime period of the closed trajectory and by ϕλt the flow related to f + λg,923
we have924
dϕλτ (x)
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= v .925
As pointed out in section 4.2, Lemma 31.7 is still true for parametrized vector fields.926
Moreover, Lemma 31.8 can be proved in exactly the same way for parametrized vec-927
tor fields, the representation ρ being modified as follows (we define it through the928
evaluation map):929
(25) evρ : ΓU (X)× U ×X ×R
∗
+ −→ X ×R∗+ ×X
(f, u, x, t) 7−→ (x, t, ϕut (x))
930
Finally, we can prove that evρ is transverse to ∆ on G U2 (a) × X × U × [0, 32 + ε) in931
the same way as for the proof written in [1] because X × U is compact; we can then932
conclude exactly as in [1].933
Step 5: if N ⊂ G U1 is open and if G U3/2(a) ∩N is dense in N then G U2 (a) ∩N934
is dense in N .. In [1], the proof of this step is needs four lemmas. We shall briefly935
indicate how they can be extended to the case of parametrized vector fields. In the936
sequel, we shall identify the tangent bundle T(X × U) with the product TX × TU .937
Take a parametrized vector field, f ∈ ΓU (X) and consider the related vector field938
f̃ defined on X × U as f̃1(x, u) = f(x, u) and f̃2(x, u) = 0. Assume that x ∈ X939
belongs to a periodic trajectory, denoted by γ, of f(·, u), then (x, u) belongs to the940
periodic trajectory γ̃ , γ × {u} of f̃ . We can apply the tangent perturbation lemma941
(Lemma 32.4 in [1]), to f̃ and γ̃: we then obtain a vector field g̃ defined on X × U942
that is zero on γ̃ and zero outside some neighborhood of γ̃. Moreover if we denote by943
ϕ̃λ the flow of f̃ + λg̃, we have ddλ{dϕτ (x, u)}
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= Ã where Ã is endomorphism of944
TxX ×TuU that vanishes at (f(x, u), 0)T. In particular, if we choose Ã such that its945
second component is zero, then looking at the proof of Lemma 32.4, we see that, g̃2,946
the second component of g̃, is zero. This lemma is therefore still valid for parametrized947
vector fields.948
Consider now a parametrized vector field f ∈ G U3/2(a) and assume that x0 be a949
point on a periodic trajectory γ0 of f(·, u0), if u is closed to u0, then the vector field950
f(·, u) is closed to f(·, u0). Invoking Lemma 24.4 in [1], we know that there exists951
some neighborhood of x0 such that the vector field f(·, u) admits a unique periodic952
trajectory in this neighborhood if u is closed enough to u0. We can be more specific953
by using the implicit function theorem. Take a submanifold Y ⊂ X of codimension954
1, passing through x0 and which intersects γ0 transversally at x0. We consider the955
Poincaré map P, related to the vector field f(·, u0), defined in a neighborhood of x0956
in Y . This map is also defined for u closed enough to u0, that is to say, there exists957
neighborhoods N1 ⊂ Y of x0 in Y and N2 of u0 such that if (x, u) ∈ N1 ×N2, there958
exists a first time τu > 0 such that ϕuτu(x, u) ∈ N1. Now, P(x0, u0) = x0 and we can959
invoke the implicit function theorem to prove the existence of xu and τu defined for960
u in some neighborhood of u0 included in N2 and such that P(xu, u) = xu (as well961
as ϕuτu(xu) = xu). To see why we can use this theorem, we use the assumption that962
f ∈ G U3/2(a). We know that 1 is an eigenvalue of dϕu0τu0 (x0) with multiplicity one and963
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that the other eigenvalues of dϕu0τu0 (x0) are different from 1. The vector space Tx0X964
can then be written as Tx0X = Rf(x0, u0) ⊕ E where E is the n − 1 dimensional965
subspace of Tx0X generated by the eigenvectors of dϕu0τu0 (x0) that are different from966
1. If we choose the submanifold Y such as its tangent space at x0 is equal to E, we967
then see that the eigenvalues of the differential of P with respect to the first variable968
x are the n−1 eigenvalues (counted with multiplicities) of dϕu0τu0 (x0) that are different969
from 1. In conclusion, there exists xu ∈ X, τu > 0 defined in a neighborhood of u0,970
which depend smoothly on u and which satisfy ϕuτu(xu, u) = xu.971
Now the M -structure lemma (Lemma 31.10 in [1]) can be generalized as follows.972
Lemma 14. Let E be a finite dimensional Banach space. Consider u 7→ Lu a973
smooth mapping defined from a neighborhood N of u0 ∈ U to L(E,E), and u 7→ vu,974
a smooth mapping défined from N to E r {0}. Assume that Lu is transversal for vu975
( i.e. Luvu = vu and the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue 1 is equal to 1). Then976
for every u ∈ N , there exists Au ∈ L(E,E) such that977
1. Auvu = 0;978
2. for every mapping L : I ×U → L(E,E) ( I denotes the interval (0, b), b > 0)979
satisfying the three conditions980
(a) L (0, u) = Lu;981
(b) ∂
∂s
L (s, u)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
= Au;982
(c) for every s ∈ I, L (s, u) is transversal for vu983
there exists ε > 0 and N ′ ⊂ N (with N ′ open neighborhood of u0) such that L (s, u)984
is elementary for vu for every (s, u) ∈ (0, ε) ×N ′ ( i.e. L (s, u) is transversal for vu985
and has no complex eigenvalue of modulus 1, except 1). Moreover u 7→ Au is smooth.986
We sketch a proof of this lemma.987
Proof. We consider the set, denoted by W , defined as follows988
W = { (B, u) ∈ L(E,E)×N | B vu = vu } .989
It is not difficult to see that W is a submanifold of L(E,E)×N of codimension dimE990
(the mapping (B, u) 7→ Bvu − vu is a submersion).991
Then, consider M the subset of L(E,E) defined as in the proof of Lemma 31.10992
in [1]. Recall that M is a finite union of submanifolds of L(E,E) (M =
⋃k
i=1Mi),993
hence,M ,M×N is a finite union of submanifolds of L(E,E)×N (M =
⋃k
i=1Mi×994
N); moreover every Mi ×N has a codimension ≥ 1 in W .995
Denoting by Xu the point (Lu, u) of W , there exists a tangent vector ξu ∈ TXuW996
but ξu /∈ TXuMi × N (i = 1, . . . , k); moreover ξu depends smoothly on u. This is997
possible because each Mi × N has a codimension ≥ 1 in W . The tangent vector ξu998
may be written ξu = (Au, υ), where Au can be regarded as an element of L(E,E)999
(and υ ∈ TuU). Now, due to the property of Au, we can conclude that there exist1000
ε > 0 such that L (s, u) /∈M ×N as soon as 0 < s < ε.1001
Returning to the vector field f ∈ G U3/2(a), we argue now as in Lemma 31.12, in1002
order to prove the existence of a neighborhood N1 of γu0 and a neighborhood N2 of u01003
such that, for every u ∈ N2, the vector field f(·, u) admits a unique periodic trajectory1004
γu located in N1. Moreover, there exists a parametrized vector field g ∈ ΓU (X) such1005
that g(·, u)|γu = 0, g(·, u)|X\N1 = 0, g(·, u) ≡ 0 for u ∈ U \N2, and γu is an elementary1006
periodic orbit for f(·, u) + λg(·, u) for sufficiently small λ ∈ R∗+. We can find such a1007
vector field g for every periodic trajectory of f(·, u0) (the number of these trajectories1008
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is finite), and so, we can conclude as in lemma 31.13 in [1], that there exists a vector1009
field g such that the critical elements of f(·, u) +λg(·, u) of period ≤ a are exactly the1010
same as the critical elements of f(·, u) of period ≤ a for every u ∈ N2. Moreover the1011
periodic trajectories of f(·, u) + λg(·, u) are elementary for u ∈ N2.1012
Now, the open neighborhoods N2 cover U , which is compact. So there exist a1013
finite set of elements u0, . . . , us together with neighborhoods N02 , . . . , Ns2 of the ui’s,1014
there exist vector fields g0, . . . , gs as in the above lemma. Take ρ0, . . . , ρs a partition1015
of unity of U subordinated to the covering N02 , . . . , Ns2 and consider the vector field1016
g , ρ0g0 + · · · + ρrgs, we claim that f + λg belong to G U2 (a) for every positive λ1017
sufficiently small.1018
We conclude this step as in [1].1019
Step 6: If N ⊂ G U1 is an open set, and G U2 (a)∩N is dense, then G U2 ( 32a) ⊂ N1020
is dense.. This step results trivially from steps 4 and 5.1021
Step 7: If f ∈ G U1 , there exists an open neighborhood N of f in G U1 such that1022
G U2 (a) ∩ N ⊂ N is dense.. From step 3, if f ∈ G U1 , there exists a0 > 0 and a1023
neighborhood N of f in G U1 such that G U2 (a0)N = N . In particular, this implies1024
that G U2 (a0)N is dense in N . Hence iterating step 5 k times, one has that G U2 ( 3
k
2k a0)∩1025
N is dense in N . As one can find k such that 3
k
2k a0 > a, we are done.1026
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 8.1027
The derivative of xλp with respect to λ can be written as1028
d
dλx
λ
p
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= Ap +Bp ,(26)1029
1030
where Ap is zero or a sum of terms of the form δpjk(Jjk), with Jjk is an integral that1031
can be written as1032
(27) Jjk =
∫ T
0
dϕup−1σ (ϕ
up−1
T−σ (xjk)) · φ(ϕ
up−1
T−σ (xjk), up−1)dσ ,1033
where the subscripts jk in Ap are less or equal to p− 1 and are such that ujk = up−1 ;1034
moreover δpjk is the mapping defined as1035
δajk =
{
Id if jk = p− 1 ,
d
(
ϕ
up−1
T ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ
ujk+1
T
)
(xjk+1) if jk < p− 1 .
1036
As for the term Bp, it is zero or the sum of terms δpjk(J
′
jk
), where the J ′jk are1037
integrals that we write1038
J ′jk =
∫ T
0
dϕujkσ (ϕ
ujk
T−σ(xjk)) · φ(ϕ
ujk
T−σ(xjk), ujk)dσ ,1039
with ujk 6= up−1.1040
We write the derivative of xλi and, if we are under C2, C′3 or C′4 configurations,1041
the ones of x̄λj and x̄λm, in the same way; we denote by J̄jk and J̄ ′jk the integrals1042
appearing in the derivatives of x̄λj and x̄λm. We shall see that φ can be chosen such1043
that1044
• the terms Bp, Bi, B̄j and B̄m are zero;1045
• all the integrals J̄jk that occur in the terms Āj and Ām are zero;1046
• all the integrals Jjk are zero but the one corresponding to the subscript jk =1047
p− 1, which can be arbitrarily chosen.1048
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To this end, the perturbation φ that we shall consider will be zero outside some1049
neighborhood of up−1; to be more precise, given φ0 a vector field defined on X, it is1050
possible to find φ ∈ ΓU (X) such that1051
• φ(·, up−1) = φ0;1052
• for j = 0, . . . , 2n, φ(·, uj) ≡ 0 as soon as uj 6= up−1.1053
With this choice of φ, we have Bp = 0, and Bi = 0 as well as B̄j = 0, and B̄m = 0 if1054
we are under C2, C′3 or C′4 configuration.1055
We split the points xjk (resp. x̄jk) that appear under the integrals Jjk (resp.1056
J̄jk) into two classes: the first class, denoted by P1, contains the points xjk and x̄jk1057
that belong to the trajectory of the vector field f(·, up−1) passing through xp−1 (and1058
so P1 contains the point xp−1 itself), the second class, denoted by P2, contains the1059
points xjk and x̄jk that do not belong to this trajectory. Denote by T1 and T2 the1060
union of these trajectories restricted to the interval [0, T ], namely1061
Ti = {ϕ
up−1
t (z) | t ∈ [0, T ], z ∈Pi } i = 1, 2 .1062
The sets T1 and T2 being disjoint and compact, let U1 and U2 be two open sets1063
of X such that Ti ⊂ Ui (i = 1, 2) and U1 ∩ U2 = ∅. In the sequel, we shall1064
assume that the vector field φ0 is zero when restricted to U2; this implies that the1065
integrals Jjk (resp. J̄jk) such that xjk (resp. x̄jk) belongs to P2 are zero. Denote1066
by j1, . . . , ja (0 ≤ j1 < · · · < ja = p − 1) the subscripts such that xjk belongs to1067
P1 and let t1, . . . , ta be such that xjk = ϕ
up−1
tk
(xp−1) (k = 1, . . . , a). Denote also by1068
l1 < · · · < lb < max(m, j) the subscripts such that x̄lk belongs to P1 and let t′1, . . . , t′b1069
be such that x̄lk = ϕ
up−1
t′
k
(xp−1) (k = 1, . . . , b).1070
Notice that, excepted when jk = ja, we cannot have tk = 0 since this would imply1071
that xp−1 = xjk with jk < p − 1, which is not possible under C1–C4 configuration.1072
Also, all the t′k (k = 1, . . . , b) are non zero, because, if there existed a subscript k1073
such that t′k = 0, then, as ulk = up−1, we would have x̄lk+1 = xp, which implies1074
that we are under C2 or C′3 configuration and that lk + 1 = m. Thus we have1075
x̄m−1 = xp−1, if we are under C′2 configuration this implies (m− 1)− (p− 1) = i− j1076
and so m− p = i− j, which contradicts the definition of the C2 configuration. If we1077
are under C′3 configuration, we found a pair (i′, j′) , (p−1,m−1) such that xi′ = x̄j′1078
with i′ − j′ = p−m and i′ < p, which contradicts the definition of C3 configuration.1079
The trajectory related to the vector field f(·, up−1) passing through xp−1 may be1080
periodic or aperiodic, we have to distinguish between these two cases.1081
The trajectory passing through xp−1 is not periodic. Assume that the trajectory1082
of the vector field f(·, up−1) passing through xp−1 is not periodic. Taking into account1083
that, with our notations, φ(·, up−1) = φ0, the terms Jjk appearing in Ap and (possibly)1084
in Ai can also be written as1085
Jjk = dϕ
up−1
tk
(xp) ·
∫ T−tk
−tk
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
T−σ (xp−1)dσ .1086
In the same way the integrals J̄lk appearing (possibly) in Ām and Āj write1087
J̄lk = dϕ
up−1
t′
k
(xp) ·
∫ T−t′k
−t′
k
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
T−σ (xp−1)dσ .1088
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We set1089
Tmin = min
(
{ tk | k = 1, . . . , a } ∪ { t′k | k = 1, . . . , b }
)
1090
Tmax = max
(
{T + tk | k = 1, . . . , a } ∪ {T + t′k | k = 1, . . . , b }
)
10911092
and we introduce the set T = {ϕup−1t (xp−1) | Tmin ≤ t ≤ Tmax }. For z = ϕ
up−1
t (xp−1)1093
in T , we define φ0(z) as1094
φ0(z) = µ(t) dϕ
up−1
t−T (xp) · Xp1095
where µ is a smooth function defined on [Tmin, Tmax] and Xp is an arbitrary vector1096
tangent to X at xp. As the trajectory passing through xp−1 is not periodic, φ0 is1097
unambiguously defined on T , moreover φ0 extends to a smooth vector field defined on1098
the whole manifold X (and which is zero on U2). With this choice of φ0, the integrals1099
occurring in Ai and Ap write1100
Jjk =
(∫ T−tk
−tk
µ(T − σ) dσ
)
dϕup−1tk (xp) · Xp =
(∫ T+tk
tk
µ(σ) dσ
)
dϕup−1tk (xp) · Xp ;1101
while the integrals occurring in the terms Āj and Ām write1102
J̄lk =
(∫ T−t′k
−t′
k
µ(T − σ) dσ
)
dϕup−1t′
k
(xp) · Xp =
(∫ T+t′k
t′
k
µ(σ) dσ
)
dϕup−1t′
k
(xp) · Xp ;1103
here all the tk’s are non-zero but ta, and all the t′k’s are non zero. Choose now a1104
smooth function M defined on [Tmin, Tmax] and such that1105
• M(T ) = M(2T ) = · · · = M(c T ) = 1; here c denotes the integer part of1106
Tmax/T ;1107
• M(T+tk) = M(tk) = M(T+t′k′) = M(t′k′) = 0, k = 1, . . . , a−1, k′ = 1, . . . , b1108
where tk, t′k 6= αT , α = 1, . . . , c;1109
• and M(0) = 0 ;1110
We take now µ(t) = dM(t)dt , with this choice of µ, all the integrals Jjk and J̄lk are1111
zero except Jp−1 which is equal to Xp.1112
Point xp−1 is singular.. In this case, we have xp−1 = xp, so necessarily we are1113
under C1 or C′4 configuration. The vector field φ0 is then chosen such that φ0 is zero1114
outside an open neighborhood N of xp−1, this neighborhood being chosen so small1115
that the trajectories of f(·, up−1) passing through the points xjk (jk 6= p− 1) and x̄lk1116
do not cross N . With this choice of φ0 all the integrals Jjk and J̄lk are zero but the1117
one which correspond to jk = p− 1 which is equal to1118
Jp−1 =
∫ T
0
dϕup−1s (xp−1) · φ0(xp−1) ds .1119
Now dϕup−1s (xp−1) = esA where A is the differential of f at xp−1 ; notice that, as1120
f ∈ G U2 (a), A does not have any purely imaginary eigenvalue (and so is invertible).1121
Hence we can compute explicitly integral Jp−1:1122
Jp−1 = A−1(eTA − Id) · φ0(xp−1) ;1123
as eTA does not admit 1 as an eigenvalue, eTA − Id is invertible, which proves that1124
Jp−1 can be made equal to any tangent vector of Txp−1 thanks to an appropriate1125
choice of φ0(xp−1).1126
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The trajectory passing through xp−1 is periodic . We shall show now the same1127
result in the case when the trajectory passing through xp−1 is periodic; in other words,1128
we assume that the mapping t 7→ ϕup−1t (xp−1) is periodic and we denote by π0 its1129
prime period. In this case, the function µ which appears in the definition of φ0 must1130
be periodic. Writing T = qπ0 + τ with q ∈ N and 0 ≤ τ < π0, we have1131
Jjk =
∫ T
0
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
T−σ (xjk)dσ1132
=
q−1∑
l=0
∫ (l+1)π0
lπ0
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
T−σ (xjk)dσ +
∫ T
qπ0
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
T−σ (xjk)dσ1133
=
q−1∑
l=0
dϕup−1l π0 (ϕ
up−1
T (xjk)) ·
∫ π0
0
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
T−σ (xjk)dσ1134
+ dϕup−1qπ0 (ϕ
up−1
T (xjk))
∫ τ
0
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
T−σ (xjk)dσ .(28)1135
1136
Now the xjk ’s in the above integrals are such that xjk = ϕ
up−1
tk
(xp−1). Notice1137
that, due to the periodicity of the trajectory passing through xp−1, we can assume1138
that 0 ≤ tk < π0 . Writing the xjk ’s in terms of xp−1, the above integrals between 01139
and π0 can be re-written as.1140 ∫ π0
0
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
T−σ (xjk)dσ = dϕ
up−1
tk
(xp) ·
∫ π0−tk
−tk
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
T−σ (xp−1)dσ .1141
In the same way, the integral between 0 and τ in (28) can be written1142 ∫ τ
0
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
T−σ (xjk)dσ = dϕ
up−1
tk
(xp)
∫ τ−tk
−tk
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
T−σ (xp−1)dσ .1143
It follows from these considerations and from the equality ϕup−1T (xp−1) = xp, that we1144
can write Jjk under the form1145
Jjk =
q−1∑
l=0
dϕup−1l π0+tk(xp) ·
∫ π0−tk
−tk
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
−σ (xp)dσ1146
+ dϕup−1qπ0+tk(xp) ·
∫ τ−tk
−tk
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
−σ (xp)dσ1147
= dϕup−1tk (xp) ·
(
Q ·
∫ π0−tk
−tk
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
−σ (xp)dσ1148
+ δq ·
∫ τ−tk
−tk
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
−σ (xp)dσ
)
;(29)1149
1150
where we let1151
(30) δ = dϕup−1π0 (xp) and Q =
q−1∑
l=0
δl .1152
We introduce also the following notation, let t ∈ [0, π0] and denote by It the integral1153
It =
∫ t
0
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
−σ (xp)dσ .1154
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We now rewrite Jjk in terms of integrals It, from (29), we get1155
• if tk < τ ,1156
(31) Jjk = dϕ
up−1
tk
(xp) ·
(
(Q ◦ δ−1 + δq−1) · Iπ0 − δ−1 · Iπ0−tk + δq · Iτ−tk
)
.1157
• if τ ≤ tk1158
(32) Jjk = dϕ
up−1
tk
(xp) ·
(
Q ◦ δ−1 · Iπ0 − δ−1 · Iπ0−tk + δq−1 · Iπ0+τ−tk
)
;1159
notice that, in each case, π0 − tk and π0 + τ − tk belong to [0, π0] ;1160
As regards the integrals J̄lk (k = 1, . . . , b), analogous computations lead to the same1161
above formulas (31) and (32).1162
We choose now φ0 as follows, for z = ϕ
up−1
−σ (xp) with σ ∈ [0, π0], we define φ0(z)1163
as1164
(33) φ0(z) = dϕ
up−1
−σ (xp) · ϑ(σ)1165
where ϑ : R → TxpX is a π0-periodic mapping to be determined; notice first that, as1166
we want φ0 to be Cr, we must have ϑ(0) = ϑ(π0) = 0 as well as ϑ(l)(0) = ϑ(l)(π0) = 01167
for l = 1, . . . , r.1168
We deal first with the special case τ = 0, in this case T = q π0 and we have1169
xp−1 = xp, so the lists Lp and L̄m must be in the C1 or C′4 configuration. If we are1170
under C′4 configuration and if there exists a subscript j1 < p−1 such that uj1 = up−11171
and xj1 = ϕ
up−1
t1 (xp−1), then xj1 = xj1+1 which is impossible from the definition of1172
the C′4 configuration. If there exists a subscript l1 < m such that ul1 = up−1 and1173
x̄l1 = ϕ
up−1
t′1
(xp−1), then we would have x̄l1 = x̄l1+1; as the lists Lp and L̄m are in the1174
C4 configuration, this implies that l1 = m−1 and um−1 = up−1 which is incompatible1175
with the definition of the C′4 configuration. We conclude that the terms Ap−1, Āj1176
and Ām are zero in this case and that Ap is equal to Q · Iπ0 ; so, with our choice of1177
φ0, we have1178
Ap = Q ·
∫ π0
0
ϑ(σ) dσ1179
and it is obviously possible to find a periodic function ϑ satisfying the above con-1180
straints and whose integral over the interval [0, π0] is equal to Q−1 · Xp; clearly this1181
choice of ϑ is also possible if we are under C1 configuration.1182
We assume now that τ 6= 0; we deal first with the case of C1 configuration. We1183
introduce the following sets.1184
Tα = { tk, k = 1, . . . , a− 1 | tk ≡ −α τ (mod π0) } .1185
If T1 = ∅, we set α0 = 0, if not, we denote by α0 the largest integer α such that1186
T1 6= ∅,T2 6= ∅, . . . ,Tα 6= ∅. If α0 6= 0, we introduce the integers γα = [α τ/π0] + 11187
(where [x] denotes the integer part of x); so if tk ∈ Tα, we have tk = γαπ0 − α τ .1188
It could happen that π0 is divisible by τ ; hereafter, we distinguish two cases.1189
First we assume that there does not exist any α ≤ α0 such that (α + 1)τ ≡ 01190
(mod π0); this assumption implies that, for every pair 0 ≤ α < α′ ≤ α0 we have1191
α′τ − ατ 6≡ 0 (mod π0). Thus, there exists a mapping V : R → TxpX such that1192
• V is π0-periodic and V (0) = 0, V (l)(0) = 0 for l = 1, . . . , r + 1;1193
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• V (τ) = δ−q · Xp, and1194
V (2τ) =
{
δ−q−1 · V (τ) if π0 < 2τ
δ−q · V (τ) if π0 > 2τ ,
1195
...1196
V ((α0 + 1)τ) =
{
δ−q−1 · V (α0τ) if γα0π0 < (α0 + 1)τ
δ−q · V (α0τ) if γα0π0 > (α0 + 1)τ ;
1197
1198
• V (π0 − tk) = 0, V (τ − tk) = 0 (case tk < τ) or V (π0 + τ − tk) = 0 (case1199
τ ≤ tk) if tk /∈ T1∪· · ·∪Tα0 (notice that, for such a tk, π0−tk and π0 +τ−tk1200
do no more belong to T1 ∪ · · · ∪ Tα0).1201
We take then the mapping ϑ equal to the derivative of V , with this choice, all the1202
integrals Jjk are zero but Jp−1 which is equal to Xp; this implies that Ap is equal to1203
Xp while we have Ai = 0.1204
Case where τ divides π0. Assume now that there exists α ≤ α0 such that (α +1205
1)τ ≡ 0 (mod π0), then necessarily α = α0 (if α < α0, the time ta = 0 would belong1206
to Tα+1 ). There exists a subscript jk such that xjk = ϕ
up−1
−α0τ (xp−1) = ϕ
up−1
τ (xp−1) =1207
xp , as jk < p, from this equality and from the definition of configuration C1, we1208
deduce that jk = i and that ui = up−1. Arguing by induction, assume that, for some1209
0 ≤ r < p− 1− i, we have ui = · · · = ui+r = up−1 and xi = ϕ
up−1
−α0τ (xp−1), . . . , xi+r =1210
ϕ
up−1
−(α0−r)τ (xp−1). There exists a subscript jk such that xjk = ϕ
up−1
−(α0−r−1)τ (xp−1) =1211
ϕ
up−1
τ (xi+r) = xi+r+1, as above, this equality implies that ui+r+1 = up−1. We have1212
proved that ui = ui+1 = · · · = up−1 and that α0 = p− i− 1. As xp = ϕ
up−1
(p−i)T (xi), we1213
re-write Ap as follows:1214
Ap =
∫ (p−i)T
0
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
−σ (xp) dσ + dϕ
up−1
(p−i)T (xp) ·Ai .1215
As (α0 + 1)τ ≡ 0 (mod π0), there exists r ∈ N such that (p − i)T = q′π0, thus the1216
first term in this new expression of Ap can be re-written as1217 ∫ (p−i)T
0
dϕup−1σ ◦ φ0 ◦ ϕ
up−1
−σ (xp) dσ = Q′ · Iπ01218
where Q′ = Id +δ + . . . δq′−1. We shall see that φ0 can be chosen such that Ai = 01219
and Ap equal to any tangent vector field. Hereafter, we call chain of length c (c ≥ 2)1220
a sequence of c pairs ((xjk1 , tk1), . . . , (xjkc , tkc)) such that1221
• the points xjk1 , . . . , xjkc belong to P1 and the subscripts jk1 , . . . jkc are pair-1222
wise distinct;1223
• the times tk1 , . . . , tkc belong to T1 ∪ · · · ∪Tα0 ∪ {0} and are such that1224
tk2 ≡ tk1 + τ (mod π0), . . . , tkc ≡ tk1 + (c− 1)τ (mod π0) .1225
Notice that two chains are either disjoint or equal. The chain1226
c0 , ((xi, τ), (xi+1, 2τ), . . . , (xp−1, (α0 + 1)τ))1227
has a length equal to α0 + 1; the lengths of all the other chains are less than α0 + 11228
because otherwise, we could find at least two equalities between the elements of Lp.1229
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We choose vector field φ0 as in the case where (α0 + 1)τ 6≡ 0 (mod π0), but the1230
mappings ϑ and V are chosen as follows:1231
• ϑ(t) = V ′(t) and V (t) = V0(t) + tv0 where V0 is π0-periodic with V0(π0) =1232
V0(0) = 0 ; notice that this choice of ϑ implies It = V0(t) + tv0 ;1233
• V ′0(0) = V ′0(π0) = −v0 and V
(k)
0 = V
(k)
0 (π0) = 0 with k = 2, . . . , r + 1 ;1234
• v0 = 1π0 · (Q
′)−1Xp ;1235
• if ((xjk1 , tk1), . . . , (xjkc , tkc)) is a chain of maximal length distinct from the1236
chain c0, we must have1237
(34)
{
(Q ◦ δ−1 + δq−1) · Iπ0 − δ−1 · Iπ0−tks + δ
q · Iτ−tks = 0, if tks < τ ,
Q ◦ δ−1 · Iπ0 − δ−1 · Iπ0−tks + δ
q−1 · Iπ0+τ−tks = 0, if τ ≤ tks .
1238
These equalities can also be written as1239 
(Q ◦ δ−1 + δq−1) · Iπ0 − δ−1 · (V0(−tks) + (π0 − tks)v0)
+ δq · (V0(τ − tks) + (τ − tks)v0) = 0, if tks < τ ,
Q ◦ δ−1 · Iπ0 − δ−1 · (V0(−tks) + (π0 − tks)v0)
+ δq−1 · (V0(τ − tks) + (π0 + τ − tks)v0 = 0, if τ ≤ tks .
1240
As c < α0 +1, the numbers τ − tk1 , −tk1 , . . . ,−tk1 − (c−1)τ are pairwise dis-1241
tinct modulo π0, the values of V0 at these points can be chosen independently1242
from each other; this proves that the above equalities can be achieved.1243
• If tk does not belong to a chain, nor is the case for τ − tk, so equality (34)1244
can be satisfied thanks to an appropriate choice of V (−tk) and V (τ − tk).1245
With this choice of ϑ, taking into account the formulas (31) and (32), we see that we1246
have Ap = Xp and Ai = 0.1247
If we are under the configurations C2, C′3 or C′4, the sets Tα are defined as1248
follows.1249
1250
Tα = { tk, k = 1, . . . , a− 1 | tk ≡ −α τ (mod π0) }1251
∪ { t′k, k = 1, . . . , b | t′k ≡ −α τ (mod π0) },12521253
the integer α0 being defined as above. If there does not exist any α ≤ α0 such that1254
(α+ 1)τ ≡ 0 (mod π0), the reasoning is exactly the same than in the the case of C11255
configuration: choosing φ0 as explained above, we get Ai = 0, Ām = 0 and Āj = 01256
while Ap can be arbitrarily chosen.1257
Assume now that there exists α such that (α+1)τ ≡ 0 (mod π0), then, as above,1258
necessarily α = α0. As we are under C2, C′3 or C′4 configuration, the definition of1259
a chain takes into account the elements of L̄2n: we call chain of length c a sequence1260
((z1, tk1), . . . , (zc, tkc))such that1261
• the points z1, . . . , zc belong to P1 ;1262
• the times tk1 , . . . , tkc belong to T1 ∪ · · · ∪Tα0 ∪ {0} and are such that1263
tk2 ≡ tk1 + τ (mod π0), . . . , tkc ≡ tk1 + (c− 1)τ (mod π0);1264
• if tk = tk (resp. tk = t′k), then zk = xjk (resp. zk = x̄lk); moreover the1265
subscripts jk (resp. lk) related to those xjk (resp. x̄lk) are pairwise distinct.1266
If we are under configuration C′4, the only possible chain of length α0 + 1 is either1267
c0 = ((xi, τ), . . . , (xp−1, (α0 + 1)τ)),1268
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or1269
c̄0 = ((x̄j , τ), . . . , (x̄m−1, (α0 + 1)τ)) .1270
Notice that, from the definition of C′4 configuration, these two chains, c0 and c̄0,1271
cannot coexist. All the other chains have a length less than α0 + 1. To show this1272
fact, let ((z1, tk1), . . . , (zc, tkc)) be a chain such that c = α0 + 1. All the elements1273
(z1, . . . , zc) belong either to Lp−1 or to L̄m−1 (if not, we could find an equality between1274
an element of Lp−1 and an element of L̄m−1). If all the zk’s belong to Lp−1, then1275
we have zc+1 = z1; from the definition of C′4 configuration, it follows that z1 = xi1276
and zc+1 = xp. If all the zk’s are in L̄m−1, we obtain that z1 = x̄j , zc+1 = x̄m and1277
uj = · · · = um−1 = up−1. As all the chain but c0 have a length less than α0 + 1, we1278
can conclude, as for C1 configuration, that there exists a function V defining a vector1279
field φ0 which ensures that Ai = 0, Āj = 0, and Ām = 0 while Ap can be arbitrarily1280
chosen.1281
We shall see that a chain of length α0 + 1 is not possible under C2 or C′3 config-1282
uration. Assume that we are not under C4 configuration and denote by1283
c0 = ((z1, t1), . . . , (zα0+1, tα0+1))1284
a chain with length α0 + 1 ; notice that, from the definition of a chain, we have1285
(35) zk+1 = ϕup−1τ (zk) = ϕ
up−1
T (zk) .1286
There exists 0 ≤ α1 ≤ α0 such that tk1 ≡ −α1τ (mod π0) so, from the definition of a1287
chain, we have1288
tk1 ≡ −α1τ (mod π0), tk2 ≡ −(α1 − 1)τ (mod π0), . . . ,1289
tkα0+1 ≡ −(α1 − α0)τ (mod π0)12901291
therefore tkα1+1 ≡ 0 (mod π0) and zα1+1 = xp−1. If α1 < α0 , this equality implies1292
zα1+2 = xp ; if α1 = α0, we have z1 = ϕ
up−1
−α0τ (xp−1) = ϕ
up−1
τ (xp−1) = xp . Thus,1293
in chain c0 , there exists an element zi equal to xp , this implies that we cannot be1294
under C2 configuration because, in this case we can neither have zi = xjk because1295
jk < p nor zi = xp = x̄m = x̄lk because lk < m. Thus we are under C′3 configuration,1296
reordering the elements of the chain, we can assume that1297
tk1 ≡ −α0τ (mod π0), tk2 ≡ −(α0 − 1)τ (mod π0), . . . , tkα0+1 ≡ 0 (mod π0) .1298
We have z1 = ϕ
up−1
−α0τ (xp−1) = ϕ
up−1
τ (xp−1) = xp, so, as all the subscripts jk are less1299
than p, we have z1 = x̄m ∈ L̄2n . Let r be the greatest subscript such that z1, . . . , zr ∈1300
L̄2n ; from (35), we have zr = x̄m+r−1 and zr+1 = xjk for some subscript jk < p, so1301
xjk = x̄m+r; from the definition of configuration C′3 this implies that we cannot have1302
m + r < j , so m + r = j and zr+1 = xi. Let s be the greatest subscript greatest1303
than or equal to r + 1 such that zr+1, . . . , zs ∈ L2n. We have zs = xs+i−r−1 and we1304
claim that zs is the last element of c0 because if there exist zs+1 ∈ L̄2n, then we have1305
zs+1 = ϕ
up−1
τ (zs) = xs+i−r; from the definition of configuration C′3 this implies that1306
s+ i− r = p and zs+1 = x̄m which contradicts the definition of a chain. The element1307
zs being the last element of the chain, we have zs = ϕ
up−1
α0τ (z1) = ϕ
up−1
−τ (x̄m) = xp−1,1308
therefore chain c0 can be written1309
c0 = ((x̄m,−α0τ), . . . , (x̄j−1,−(α0− j+m+ 1)τ), (xi,−(α0− j+m)τ), . . . , (xp−1, 0))1310
from which we deduce that ui = · · · = up−1 = um = · · · = uj−1 which contradicts the1311
definition of C′3.1312
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